G.RAU

1649898    05/02/2008

G.RAU GMBH & CO. KG
KAISER-FRIEDRICH-STRABE 7, 75172 PFORZHEIM, GERMANY
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGHANIA & CO.
G - 107, HIMALAYA HOUSE 23, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; orthopedic articles; suture materials; refined tubes of non-ferrous metals, precious metals, stainless steels and special materials; semi-finished products and memory elements of shape-memory alloys for medical engineering applications; parts, pipes, wires of nickel/titanium (nitinol), in particular for medical engineering; stainless steel tubes and wires for medical engineering; tubes as Bourdon tubes, profile tubes, tubes of coated materials, of special alloys and thin-wall. refined and capillary tubes; tubes of superelastic materials for medical engineering applications
ON CALL
1917218    04/02/2010
LEADWAY (HK) LIMITED
Unit 6501-02, The Center, 99 Queen's Road, Central Hong Kong.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :31/08/2003
DELHI
BLOOD GLUCOS MONITORING DEVICE AS INCLUDAD IN CLASS 10.
2060903  30/11/2010
MR.GURATSAS DHINGRA
MR.ARVINDER SINGH DHINGRA
MR.HARKARAN DHINGRA
trading as ; MAGNUS ANALYTICS
A-5 MOHAN CO-OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE MATHURA ROAD NEW DELHI-110044

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MICROSCOPES
ONETOUCHEASY

2263696 10/01/2012

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
ONE JOHNSON & JOHNSON PLAZA, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY, 08933, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1170790, 1170799, 1497989

DELHI
BLOOD GLUCOSE MONITORING DEVICE.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1170790,1170799,1497989.
KING ORTHO

2277476  04/02/2012
SHARMA PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SHARMA PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
444, G.I.D.C., WAGHODIA 391 760, VADODARA. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ORTHOPAEDIC IMPLANT AND INSTRUMENT AND SURGICAL GOODS.
subject to no exclusive right over the word ORTHO.
2315917   16/04/2012
MANISH SHANGHAVI
trading as ; M/s. MANISH ENTERPRISES
2 / 19, BHUTA NIWAS, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, MATUNGA (E), MUMBAI - 400 019
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since : 31/05/2010

MUMBAI
SURGICAL APPARATUS
2334814  21/05/2012
PUSHPA KAPURCHANDRA UPADHYAY
KAPURCHANDRA RAMMURTI UPADHYAY
trading as: PEOPLECENT VENTURES
8, SURKAN ARCADE, NEAR BHUJBAL FARM, NEXT TO HDFC BANK, MUMBAI AGRA ROAD, NASHIK 422 009
MERCHANT AND TRADER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BLOOD TRANSFUSION SET, BLOOD DONOR SET, FISTULA NEEDLE, ENDOBRONCHIAL SUCTION CATHETER,
TRANSPARENT OXYGEN MASK, NASAL CATHETER, TWIN BARE NASAL OXYGEN SET,
SURGICAL DISPOSABLE DRAPES, PACKS, FACE MASK, CAP, AIDS KIT, PREGNANCY TESTING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENT;
VAGINAL POUCHES; CONTRACEPTIVE, CONDOMS, HYGIENIC OR PROPHYLACTIC DEVICES; SYRINGES, NEEDLES, NIPPLES,
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017  Class 10

2344232  06/06/2012
HEENA MALHOTRA
trading as ;Lexical Dental Care
26/18, 1st Floor, Old Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi-110060
MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHESH KUMAR MIGLANI
Prop. Worldwide Registration Bureau 60/30, New Rohtak Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110 005
Used Since :01/04/2009

DELI
Dental, surgical, medical, diagnostic, veterinary instruments and apparatus (including artificial limbs, eyes and teeth) components, fittings, accessories and peripherals thereof, orthopedic articles, dentures, stretchers, suture materials, inhalers, dentist-s armchairs, mirror for dentists, pins for artificial teeth, dialyzers, drainage tubes and dropper bottles.
2438486  06/12/2012
ST. MARYS RUBBERS,PVT.LTD.
trading as ;ST. MARYS RUBBERS,PVT.LTD.
NO:253, ST MARYS RUBBERS PVT.LTD, KOOVAPALLY P.O, KANJIRAPALLY, KOTTAYAM DIST - 686518, KERALA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DIVINE LOGICS
SUDHAMANDIRUM, SREE NAGAR - 5, PARUTHIPPARA, TRIVANDRUM - 695 025.
Used Since :17/10/2002
CHENNAI
SURGICAL AND EXAMINATION GLOVES FOR MEDICAL USE IN CLASS 10
2501995   25/03/2013
NARAYANA HRUDAYALAYA PVT LTD.,
trading as ;NARAYANA HRUDAYALAYA PVT LTD.,
258/A, BOMMASANDRA INDUSTRIAL AREA, ANEKAL TALUK, BANGALORE - 560 099, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES
2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16
Used Since :06/06/2001

CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2503955  28/03/2013
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
249-A, 1ST FLOOR, SANT NAGAR, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065
Medical Equipments
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical Equipments
PULMOTONOMETER

Priority claimed from 23/01/2013; Application No. : 85829782 ;United States of America

2565950  17/07/2013

SANOVAS, INC.

trading as ;SANOVAS, INC.

2597 Kerner Blvd., San Rafael, California 94901, United States of America

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

A corporation of the State of Delaware, U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE.
SUMIT DEVENDRA RAJANI
1102, DEVIKA TOWER, 6, NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI 110019.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007
Used Since: 25/07/2013

DELHI
TEETHING RINGS INCORPORATING BABY RATTLES; COVERS FOR BABY FEEDING BOTTLES, FEEDING BOTTLES, INTRAVENOUS FEEDING BOTTLES. NIPPLES FOR BABIES FEEDING BOTTLES, TEATS FOR USE WITH BABIES FEEDING BOTTLES; SIPPER CUPS FOR BABIES; LICE COMBS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD KG EXCEPT AS SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN
2604542  30/09/2013
B. RAMESH KUMAR
trading as ;SMART - INN MEDICAL SYSTEMS
NO.1-B, THULASI VALAGAM, (UPSTAIRS) NORTH HIGH GROUND ROAD, PALAYAMKOTTAI, TIRUNELVELI-627002, TAMILNADU.
TRADER
Used Since :13/11/2010
CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
2605776  01/10/2013
RAHUL LUTHRA
trading as: AUXEIN MEDICAL
103 FIRST FLOOR JYOTI BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX BEHIND BATRA CINEMA DR MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI 110009
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since : 01/06/2012
To be associated with:
1842795, 2330030, 2338925, 2605775
DELHI
MEDICAL DEVICES AND APPLIANCES, ORTHOPEDIC IMPLANTS, SURGICAL INSTALMENTS, HOSPITAL FURNITURE, MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS, FALLING IN CLASS 10.
BACK BUDDY
2607487 05/10/2013
MR. UMESH KUMAR BHAGAT
272, OLD 405, 1ST FLOOR, MKN ROAD, ALANDUR, CHENNAI - 600106, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :01/01/1995
CHENNAI
ORTHOPAEDIC AND PRODUCTS USED FOR ORTHOPAEDIC USE SUCH AS ADHESIVE BANDAGES HAVING ELASTIC
PROPERTIES, ARCH CUSHIONS, SUPPORTS, BELTS, BRACES, COMPRESSION SUPPORTS, BANDAGES, HEEL PADS,
INFLATABLE MATTRESSES, INSOLES, INSERTS FOR FOOTWEAR, KNEE BANDAGES, HIP PROSTHESES, TOE
REGULATORS, TOE RELIEF PADS, TOE SEPARATORS, ORTHOPAEDIC MEDICAL DEVICES, ORTHOPAEDIC
INSTRUMENTS, SILICONE ORTHOPAEDIC DEVICES, ORTHOPAEDIC APPARATUS, APPLIANCES AND ARTICLES
NEON LABORATORIES LIMITED
140, DAMJI SHAMJI INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA AS PER THE PROVISION OF COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2077708
MUMBAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL AND DENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, DISPOSABLE KITS OF KINDS USED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE AND SUTURE MATERIALS, PLASTER BANDAGES FOR ORTHOPEDIC PURPOSES, GLOVES, SYRINGES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784 , 13/02/2017 Class 10

DG HEALTHCARE
A-39, SAROJINI PARK, SHASTRI NAGAR, LANE NO. 8, DELHI - 110031
Manufacturing, Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJIV NIGAM & ASSOCIATES
DELHI
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
Surgical, medical equipments & device, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles & rehabilitation goods; suture materials.
2610060    09/10/2013
PRANAMI BUILDERS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;PRANAMI BUILDERS PRIVATE LIMITED
201, 2ND FLOOR, H.P. CHAMBERS, KUTCHERY ROAD, RANCHI-834001, JHARKHAND
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
an Indian Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 31/03/2005

KOLKATA
Surgical, Medical, Dental & Veterinary Apparatus and Instruments; Electric Acupuncture Instruments; Artificial Limbs, Eyes and Teeth; Physiotherapy Apparatus; Orthopaedic Articles; Furniture especially made for Medical Purposes; Clothing especially for Operating Rooms; Feeding Bottles; Radiotherapy Apparatus; Cutlery (Surgical); X-Ray Apparatus for Medical Purposes; Stethoscopes; Urological Apparatus; Pulse Meters; Thread (Surgical); Syringes for Injections.
DS
2611944  14/10/2013
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT.LTD
A-85/86 SEC-2 NOIDA 201301 U.P
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/1997
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 10.
2612022  14/10/2013
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT.LTD
A-85/86 SEC-2 NOIDA 201301 U.P
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/2003
DELI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL* DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND
TEETH: ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 10.
2616260  22/10/2013
ACUMED DEVICES DISTRIBUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : ACUMED DEVICES DISTRIBUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
AT 424/4, TOWER VIEW COLONY, P-BLOCK, 6TH AVENUE, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI 600 040,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND
TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS,
2616262  22/10/2013
ACUMED DEVICES DISTRIBUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : ACUMED DEVICES DISTRIBUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
AT 424/4, TOWER VIEW COLONY, P-BLOCK, 6TH AVENUE, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI 600 040,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Used Since : 08/10/2010

CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS,
2617372    24/10/2013
E.EBENEZAR
trading as ;NIXTRONIX SERVICE
PLOT NO: 5 AND 6, SUN GARDEN, KATTUPAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600056
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW AND RIGHTS (ADVOCATE)
SUITE NO-G-8, A BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN JUBILEE GARDENS, GURU RAGHAVENDRA FOUNDATIONS, 181, DARGA ROAD, ZAMIN PALLAVARAM, CHENNAI-600043
Used Since :21/01/2005
CHENNAI
SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES, MEDICAL DRILLS AND SAWS
2617832 24/10/2013
REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD
trading as ;REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD
NO.16/38, VARADHAPPA MAISTRY STREET, NEW WASHERMEN PET, CHENNAI-600081, TAMILNADU.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :18/04/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICAL APPARATUS SUCH AS LAMINAR WORKSTATIONS, OVUM ASPIRATION PUMPS, WARMING INSTRUMENTS, CO2 INCUBATORS, QUALITY CONTROL SERVICES
2619014  28/10/2013
SUGUNA HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SUGUNA HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, JAYA ENCLAVE, 1057, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE- 641018, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. RAMACHANDRAN
17/18, S.K.C.BLDGS, III FLOOR, MILL ROAD, COIMBATORE 641 001
Used Since :19/03/2008
CHENNAI
VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
2619145    28/10/2013
SYGENE HEALTH CARE PVT LTD
trading as ;SYGENE HEALTH CARE PVT LTD
T C NO. 2/1085(8), S S PLAZA, PAZHAYA ROAD, MEDICAL COLLEGE TRIVANDRUM - 695 011
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :31/08/2012

CHENNAI
MEDICAL DISPOSABLES, SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS
(INCLUDING ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH)
OXYZ

2619891  28/10/2013

OXY SURGICALS

trading as : OXY SURGICALS

299, Himmat Nagar, Tonk Road, Jaipur 302018

Manufacturer and Distributor

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VISHAL JAIN

2B, Ramdwara Colony, Mahaveer Nagar, Near Durgapura Railway Station, Jaipur-302018

Used Since :03/06/2013

AHMEDABAD

Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and equipments. Blood collection tubes for medical use, Blood collection tubes for surgical use, Capillary tubes for blood, Suction tubes for medical purposes, Tubes for surgical purposes, Tubes for veterinary purposes, surgical cutlery, Disposable speculums, Disposable syringes, Disposable teats, Disposable protective gloves for medical purposes.
BOSS

2620701    29/10/2013
NEERAJ MISHRA
C/O O.P. MISHRA, 29/42-C, PACHKUYIA, JHANSI, UTTAR PRADESH-284002
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CONDOMS.
2621290  30/10/2013
NAMAN AGGARWAL
trading as ; SHRIRAM ENTERPRISES
SHOP NO 2 WP-445, WAZIRPUR ASHOK VIHAR DELHI 52
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARAMOUNT TRADE MARKS CO.
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, PATEL CHEST, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since : 01/07/2007
DELHI
MEDICAL & SURGICAL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS -10
LTV2
Priority claimed from 18/07/2013; Application No. : 86013930 ;United States of America
2623457  05/11/2013
CAREFUSION 203, INC.
3750 TORREY VIEW COURT SAN DIEGO CA 92130 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL VENTILATORS
PERMACORD
2625827  12/11/2013
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
ONE JOHNSON & JOHNSON PLAZA, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY, 08933, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New Jersey, U.S.A.)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SURGICAL SUTURES; SUTURE MATERIALS; SUTURES.
NSURE GROUP
2626194    12/11/2013
MS. SHEFALI MUNJAL
1-A, Friends Colony (West), New Delhi-110065
Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, RETAI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus (including artificial limbs, eyes and teeth) components, fittings, accessories and peripherals thereof, orthopaedic articles, stretchers, suture materials, inhalers.
2646989    21/12/2013
SAMBROS (INDIA) PVT LTD
251, GROUND FLOOR, MAIN ROAD, SANT NAGAR, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since : 30/04/1976
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL & VETERINARY APPARATUS: INSTRUMENTS, EQUIPMENTS FOR EYES AND TEETH (DENTAL), ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES INCLUDING MAXILLOFACIAL, SUTURE MATERIAL INCLUDING NEEDLES, ROTARY INSTRUMENTS SUCH AS BURS OF DIAMOND, CARBIDE & STEEL, DENTAL APPARATUS SUCH AS HANDPIECES, CURING LIGHTS. DENTAL EQUIPMENTS LIKE DENTAL CHAIR UNIT AND THEREOF AND ALL DENTAL INSTRUMENTS SUCH AS FORCEPS, ROOT ELEVATORS, HAND INSTRUMENTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-10
2653212  02/01/2014
JANMAEJAI VADEHRA
A 80, GROUND FLOOR, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :13/07/1989

DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL & VETERINARY APPARATUS: INSTRUMENTS, EQUIPMENTS FOR EYES & TEETH (DENTAL), ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES INCLUDING MAXILLOFACIAL, SUTURE MATERIAL INCLUDING NEEDLES, ROTARY INSTRUMENTS SUCH AS BURS OF DIAMOND, CARBIDE & STEEL. DENTAL APPARATUS SUCH AS HANDPIECES, CURING LIGHTS. DENTAL EQUIPMENTS LIKE DENTAL CHAIR UNIT AND THEREOF AND ALL DENTAL INSTRUMENTS SUCH AS FORCEPS, ROOT ELEVATORS, HAND INSTRUMENTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-10
2771831   10/07/2014
PETHEART SUPERSTONE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;PETHEART SUPERSTONE PRIVATE LIMITED
3, LEITH CASTLE STREET, SANTHOME, CHENNAI - 600 028.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND
TEETH ; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
CURESPI

2862744   12/12/2014
CURETIC BOITECHS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :Curetic Boitechs Private Limited
C-304 Daffodils Magarpattacity Hadapsar Pune - 411013
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
Flat No 408,Runwal Seagull Housing Society,Handewadi Road,Hadapsar,Pune-28
Used Since :12/12/2014

MUMBAI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials included in class 10.
3015614   23/07/2015
MR.REHAN KHAN
trading as ;MACLIFE BIOTECH & PHARMACELL AGENCIES
2ND- RESI. ADDRESS-FLAT NO.102, 01-A GREEN PARK COLONY DHAR ROAD INDORE (M.P.) 452001
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANALI BHANUSHALI
b 203 sai sager complex, sec 13, plot no. 5, palm beach road, sanpada navi mumbai 400705
Used Since :15/05/2014
MUMBAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
3225229    01/04/2016
DEEPAK ARYA
1228, SECTOR-14, SONIPAT, HARYANA 131001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL PRUTHI
69-R, MODEL TOWN, SONIPAT, HARYANA-131001
Used Since :30/03/2016
To be associated with:
3101021
DELHI
SURGICAL GLOVES, LATEX EXAMINATION GLOVES, NITRILE GLOVES, UNDERPADS, DIAPERS, MEDICAL AND HOUSEHOLD GLOVES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
AELY

3285012    14/06/2016

VEDIC DEALS

trading as :Vedic Deals

32, Adarsh Apartments, A-2, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063

Manufacturing & Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SAGAR AGGARWAL ADV

13, Arihant Nagar, Punjabi Bagh(W), New Delhi - 110 026

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Belts for medical purposes, Belts (Orthopaedic), Orthopaedic Articles, Orthopaedic Belts, Surgical Drapes, Supportive Bandages
TRUMOM

3325052  01/08/2016
NECTAR BIOPHARMA PVT.LTD.
S 401 GK-2 SECOND FLOOR, NEW DELHI 110048
MANUFACTURING/ MARKETING / TRADING/SELLING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
AUTONOME

3325325  02/08/2016

NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002, BASEL, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAW OF SWITZERLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PRELOADED DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR INTRAOCULAR LENSES.
SARVSUDHA
3370136   22/09/2016
VISHNU GAUR
trading as ;VISHNU GAUR
" Ratandeep ", Panchratan Complex , Rana Rajsingh Colony , Bhilwara Road , Kankroli , Rajsamand ( Rajasthan ) Pin - 313324 , India
Manufacturer and Merchants
Indian Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore ( M.P. ) Pin - 452001
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials.
3373051  26/09/2016

PARTH MANISH DOSHI
703-704, HAPPY RESIDENCY, NEAR SAFAL SQUARE, VESU, SURAT 395007
Manufacturing and selling

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAKASH SOJITRA
M-504, NANDINI 3, VIP ROAD, VESU, SURAT-395007.
Used Since :15/09/2016

To be associated with:
3193282, 3193288

AHMEDABAD
Manufacturing of medical apparatus, namely medical device for treating disk herniation; medical apparatus, namely medical device for treating sciatica.
PROCTUS

3393183  21/10/2016
CARDIOMAC INDIA PVT. LTD.
2ND FLOOR, PROPERTY NO. 865, KH. NO. 31/23, PALAM EXTENSION, SEC-7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110077
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL INSTRUMENT FOR SURGICAL PROCEDURE IN CLASS 10.
Durex Air

3407960  11/11/2016

LRC PRODUCTS LIMITED
103-105 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, SL1 3UG, ENGLAND

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND AND WALES;

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
507285, 614847, 614848, 753852, 753854, 1308961, 2785477, 3079387, 3079389, 3079391

DELHI

CONDOMS; CONTRACEPTIVE, HYGIENIC OR PROPHYLACTIC DEVICES; MASSAGE APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES; ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC MASSAGE APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES; BODY MASSAGERS; PERSONAL MASSAGERS; VIBRATORS; MARITAL AIDS; SEX AIDS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS
INNACCEL TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ; INNACCEL TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED

5TH FLOOR, AANAND TOWER, MUNICIPAL # 4, RAJARAM MOHAN ROY ROAD, NEAR RICHMOND CIRCLE WARD NO.77, SAMPANGIRAMANGAR, BANGALORE 560025, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADEESH PL.
NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, NEXT TO CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, INDIRANAGAR 1ST STAGE, 80 FEET ROAD, BANGALORE-560038, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

Used Since : 07/11/2016

CHENNAI

MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS; MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; FIBRE OPTIC VIEWING DEVICES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; APPARATUS FOR NON-INVASIVE SURGERY;

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3426410  06/12/2016
RAJENDRA JAI RAM BHOIR
trading as ;POURNIMA INDUSTRIES
GALA NO. B-14, APURVA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, N. H. NO. 03, MANAS MANDIR ROAD, ASANGAON (WEST), THANE - 421601, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER, TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :06/01/2014
MUMBAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3426939  05/12/2016  
FOGHORN MARKET PRIVATE LIMITED  
trading as ;FOGHORN MARKET PRIVATE LIMITED  
C/B-80 CHANDANVAN COLONY PHASE 1, PARK NO 4, MATHURA, UTTAR PRADESH-281001  
PRIVATE LIMITED  
PRIVATE LIMITED  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES  
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials  
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3429688  09/12/2016
KALYANI RADIOThERAPY SPECIALTY INDIA PVT LTD
trading as KALYANI RADIOThERAPY SPECIALTY INDIA PVT LTD
A-6 FIRST FLOOR, NO.11 VIGNESH PLAZA, SALAI ROAD, THILAI NAGAR, TRICHY, TAMILNADU-620003
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :03/09/2016
CHENNAI
MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS / MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLING
3429789  09/12/2016
ANUPAM SRIVASTAVA
trading as ;R.K. DENTAL COMPANY
POCKET B, FLAT- 4, NAND NAGRI, GTB ENCLAVE, DELHI-110093
TRADER
Used Since :15/03/2015
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL ANA VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
3432897    14/12/2016
RELIANCER BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006
To be associated with:
3432040
MUMBAI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials
Durex Air

3435610  19/12/2016
LRC PRODUCTS LTD.
103-105 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH SL1 3UH ENGLAND
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND AND WALES;

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
91021, 753854, 3407960

DELHI
CONDOMS, CONTRIVANCES OF RUBBER FOR HYGIENIC, PROPHYLACTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIAGNOSTIC AND MEDICAL TESTING APPARATUS.
3435798  15/12/2016
ANKIT MITTAL
trading as :M/S HIWI MARKETING
629, KISHAN PURA MOHALLA, NEAR D.N. MODEL SCHOOL, MOGA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER MALIK
KALER COMPLEX, ZIRA ROAD, MOGA-142001
Used Since :15/12/2016
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, EYES AND TEETH, ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES.
3437000  20/12/2016
LRC PRODUCTS LTD.
103-105 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH SL1 3UH ENGLAND
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND AND WALES;

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
507285, 753854, 3435608

DELHI
CONDOMS, CONTRIVANCES OF RUBBER FOR HYGIENIC, PROPHYLACTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIAGNOSTIC AND MEDICAL TESTING APPARATUS
3438823    22/12/2016
MR. ASHWANI MALHOTRA
MRS. NISHTHA MALHOTRA
trading as ;DYNAMIC DENTAL SOLUTIONS
J-3/127 & 128, RAJOURI GARDEN, N. DELHI-110027
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NCR LEGAL NEEDS
CH.NO. F-724, F-BLOCK, KARKARDOOMA COURTS, DELHI 110032
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
"MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS AND DENDAL EQUIPMENTS."
3446985  02/01/2017
MR. RAJIV JAIN
trading as : NAMAT SHREE VINAYAK UDYOG
A-201, 2ND FLOOR, DERAWAL NAGAR, DELHI-110009.
MANUFACTURER
Used Since : 06/08/1998
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS.
G. MEGANATHAN trading as MEGHANZ

NO.04/101, THIRU.VI.KA STREET, KIZH PADAPPAL, PADAPPAL -601301, KANCHIPURAM DST. TAMIL NADU, MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A PROPRIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PROGETT CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
14/14,2ND FLOOR,NARASINGAPURAM,1ST STREET,MADUVANKARAI,GUINDY,CHENNAI-600032

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ALL KINDS OF SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
V-1

3452073    09/01/2017

KARAN GOOMAR
16 RAJENDRA PARK, NEW DELHI-110060.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :01/01/1998

DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND
TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS.
SUNNY
3452577  07/01/2017
MANKIND PHARMA LIMITED
trading as Mankind Pharma Limited
208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase- III, New Delhi - 110 020 India
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
Daswani House, Green Acres 23B, Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata - 700019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Surgical, medical, diagnostic, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; artificial breasts, breast pumps, baby bottles, baby pacifiers, blood testing apparatus, childbirth mattresses, non-chemical contraceptives, condoms, droppers and dropper bottles for medical purpose, dummies for babies, feeding bottles, incubators for babies, medicine spoons, electrical heating (medical) pads and abdominal pads
MRK HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
B4, B5, BYCULLA SERVICE INDUSTRIES, D. K. MARG, SUSSEX ROAD, BYCULLA (EAST), MUMBAI- 400027.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 01/07/2009
MUMBAI
HOME AND HOSPITAL MEDICAL DEVICES EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE INSTRUMENTS, SURGICAL GLOVES AND APPARATUS
BIJAY ADHIKARI
trading as BIJAY ADHIKARI
120/9, DESH BANDHU ROAD WEST, KOLKATA - 700035, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANTS / TRADER
AN INDIAN SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEBASISH BASU, ADVOCATE
170,SOUTHEND GARDEN,SECOND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 084,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :02/09/2016

KOLKATA
VARIETY OF GOODS INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO FOOT MASSAGERS; BODY MASSAGERS; FACE MASSAGERS; ELECTRICALLY OPERATED MASSAGERS; KNIFE BLADE, APPARATUS RELATING TO TEETH CARE, DENTAL APPARATUS / INSTRUMENT
3453936    09/01/2017
POLY MEDICURE LTD
PLOT NO 105 SECTOR 59 HSIIDC INDL AREA FARIDABAD 121004 HARYANA INDIA
Merchants and Manufacturers
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES
Used Since :16/04/2009
DELHI
Surgical, Medical Dental and Veterinary Apparatus and Instruments, Artificial Limbs, Eyes and Teeth; Orthopaedic Articles; Suture Materials
3454016  09/01/2017
CREATIVE MEDITECH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : MANUFACTURING, Marketing, Trading
MAHUAR LANE SULTANGANJI, MAHENDRU PATNA Patna BR 800006 IN
Manufacturing, Marketing, trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK ANAND
E-130, Jyotipuram, Jagdeopath, Bailey Road, Patna 800014
Used Since : 01/01/2017
KOLKATA
SURGICAL MEDICAL, ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES SUTURE MATERIALS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
HOSPITOKART CONTINENTAL PRIVATE LIMITED
GALA NO -120/G1, JAI JALARAM COMPLEX, PIMPLAS VILLAGE, TAL- BHIWANDI, DIST - THANE - 421 302, 
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :11/08/2016
MUMBAI
GLOVES DIAPERS AND SANITARY NAPKINS
3455259  11/01/2017
SANA HABIB
Flat no. 2401, Floor, 24, Wing T-37, Beverly Hills Royal Empire T-37, 4 Bunglow, Lokhandwala Road, Near Lokhandwala Circle, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400 053.
manufacturer & traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HAIR PROSTHESES.
3456402  10/01/2017
ST MARYS RUBBERS PRIVATE LIMITED
XI/542C, THURUTHIPADAVU PARATHODE, KOOVAPPALLY P.O KANJIRAPPALLY, KERALA- 686518
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical instruments, Electro medical instruments Medical radiation apparatus, Dental apparatus, Dental descaling apparatus, Dental equipment, Apparatus for use in the preparation of dental prostheses, Surgical gloves, Latex gloves for surgical use, Disposable gloves for surgical use
SUPERVASI

3456585  11/01/2017
CREATIVE RESPONSIBLE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS FOUNDATION
Ground Floor, Madhav Baug, Brahmin Society, Naupada, Thane 400602
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Private non-profit company incorporated u/s 8 of Companies Act 2013
Used Since : 15/01/2016
MUMBAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
FEETZA
3456715  12/01/2017
MRS. RAMYA KRISHNAKUMAR
Mrs. Suganya.L
Mr. Deepaganapathy.D
trading as ;M/s. FEETZA
Gokul Flats, G1 & G2, Flat No : 56 & 65, Rajaji Nagar Main Road, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai - 600041, Tamilnadu
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :29/12/2016
CHENNAI
Foot massagers,Foot orthoses,Electric foot spa massagers,Foot massage apparatus.Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials.
3456764  13/01/2017  
SML MOHAMED FAIZAL
NO: 109, WILLIAMS ROAD, CANTONMENT, TRICHY -620001, TAMIL NADU, INDIA;
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MISSION LEGAL ADVOCATS
NO.12, CANAL BANK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI-600020

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
CLASS 10. SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS; THERAPEUTIC AND ASSISTIVE DEVICES ADAPTED FOR THE DISABLED; MASSAGE APPARATUS; APPARATUS, DEVICES AND ARTICLES FOR NURSING INFANTS; SEXUAL ACTIVITY APPARATUS, DEVICES AND ARTICLES;
URBAN TREE

3457118  12/01/2017

URBAN TREE INFRASTRUCTURES PRIVATE LIMITED.
NO. 86, 6TH FLOOR, GOOD SHEPHERD SQUARE, KODAMBakkAM HIGH ROAD, NUNGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI-600 034, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
3457197 12/01/2017
MEDTRACENX HEALTH (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MEDTraceNX - UNIQUELY ADAPTED. FITS PERFECTLY
E337, SLS Square Appt, 9/1, ITPL Main Road, (Next to Capgemini), Kundanahalli, Bangalore - 560037, Karnataka
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :02/01/2017
CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ARTIFICIAL LINBS, EYES AND
TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
BHARATHI SELVAM A.
trading as ;ZAHN ARTZ DENTAL LABORATORY
#44,VIMAL NAGAR,VADAVALLI,COIMBATORE-641041
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :30/12/2016

CHENNAI
Artificial teeth
3460052   18/01/2017
EURO MEDITOOLS PVT. LTD.
D-30, GROUND FLOOR, AMAR COLONY, LAJPAT NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110024.
MANUFACTURING
Used Since :01/04/2013

To be associated with:
2660892

DELHI
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, ORTHOPAEDIC IMPLANTS, ORTHOPAEDIC INSTRUMENTS AND CONSUMABLES.
SIDEL HOLDING ITALIA S. P. A.
PARMA (PR) VIA LA SPEZIA, 241/A POSTAL CODE 43100, ITALY.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
( AN ITALIAN COMPANY.)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COOKING AND DISTILLATION PLANTS & MACHINES & THEIR ACCESSORIES, CONCENTRATING PLANTS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF TOMATO CONCENTRATE, HEAT EXCHANGERS, EVAPORATORS, ENZYME INACTIVATION PLANTS, MULTIPLE-EFFECT EVAPORATORS; VACUUM DEARATING GROUP, PASTEURIZATION/COOLING/DYING DEVICES, CONCENTRATORS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF FRUIT PUREES, PASTEURIZERS, FLUSHING DEVICES, STERILIZATION PLANTS, STERILIZING MACHINES; HUMIDIFYING & COOLING PLANTS FOR THE TOBACCO-MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY; ALL BEING GOODS FALLING IN CLAS
1928219  26/02/2010
DOSHION VEOLIA WATER SOLUTION PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;DOSHION VEOLIA WATER SOLUTION PVT. LTD
PLOT NO. 24-25-26, PHASE II, GIDC, VATVA, AHMEDABAD - 382445 (GUJARAT).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RISHIT P. BHATT, ADVOCATE
A/2/1/, AMRAPALI APARTMENTS, SUKHIPURA ROAD, NEAR SHARDA SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD - 380 007,
GUJARAT
Used Since :25/09/2007
AHMEDABAD
SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
1934393  11/03/2010
SH. SURENDER KUMAR GUPTA
GUPTA BHAWAN, NEHRU COLONY, GALI NO.-3, MODI NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD, OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.--10, SEWA NAGAR, GZB. 201001.
Used Since :30/04/2006

DELHI
FANS, COOLERS, EXHAUST FAN, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENTS, WATER BIOLER, IMMERSION ROD, ELECTRIC CATLE, GEYSERS, GAS CABINET HEATER, GAS GEYSER, HOT PLATE, HEAT CONVECTORS, COOKER, INDICATION COOKER, WATER DISPANSER, KEROSENE HEATERS, DRYING VENTILATING, CFL AND OVENS, LPG GAS STOVE IN CLASS -II.
MANJIT SINGH
trading as :RELINE INDIA
STREET NO. 2, PREM NAGAR, LAMBA PIND CHOWK, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELHI
MI, GI & CI BRASS, CP FITTINGS, VALVES & COCKS, PIPE FITTINGS FOR SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 11.
RSSSAHARA

2000597   29/07/2010

MOHD. NAUSHAD

trading as ;R.S.S. INDUSTRIES
TARA PURI, LISARI ROAD MEERUT 25002
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD, OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR 882, GALI NO.-10 SEWA NAGAR, GZB.201001.

Used Since :01/04/2000

DELHI

MINI GAS REGULATORS, GAS CUTTING NOZLES, OXIZEN AND LPG REGULATORS, GAS CUTTER & THEIR PARTS, MINI GAS REGULATOR FOR LPG, CNG AND OXIZEN, GAS REGULATOR, ACCESSORIES IN CLASS 11.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD SAHARA.
ROYLEN

2008811  13/08/2010
MR. DILSHAD ALI
79-A, STREET NO. 13, GURUDWARA MOHALLA, MAUJPUR DELHI-53
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
AN INDIVIDUAL AND CITIZEN OF INDIA
Used Since :01/04/1996

DELHI
ALL TYPES OF FAN, TOASTERS, GEYSERS, IMERSION HEATERS HEAT CONVECTORS, ROOM HEATER, COOKING
HEATERS, OVENS, GAS TANDOOR, BULBS, ELECTRIC IRON, INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATINGS, STEAM
GENERATING, REFREGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING AND ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS AND THEIR PARTS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
2014616   26/08/2010
SUMESH KUMAR
RAKESH VERMA
trading as ;P.S. APPLIANCES
RZ - 7, RAVI NAGAR, EXTN. NEW DELHI - 110018
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :22/12/2005

DELHI
GAS LIGHTER, L.P.GAS STOVE & ITS COMPONENTS AS PER CLASS 11.
PROXY

2024132  16/09/2010
PAYAL CABLES (P) LTD
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.
Used Since :01/04/1997
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING AND VENTILATING,
ELECTRICAL FANS, SEALING ROSE, TOASTER, HOT PLATE FOR COOKING, GAS LIGHTER, ELECTRIC BULB AND TUBE
HOLDER, LAMPS OF REFRIGERATOR, AIR REGULATOR, ROOM AIR CONDITIONER, AIR COOLER, ROOM HEATER,
HEAT CONVECTOR, GEYSERS.
2036913 13/10/2010
DAVINDER KUMAR TALUJA
trading as ;MEHAR ENTERPRISES
E-9 INDUSTRIAL AREA PANIPAT HARYANA-132103
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATIK MALIK (ADV)
2685,2ND FLOOR GALI PATTEYWALI NAYA BAZAR CHANDANI CHOWK DELHI-110006
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOLAR WATER HEATERS/GEYSERS
ECOLAB
2071941   21/12/2010
ECOLAB USA INC
trading as :ECOLAB USA INC
ESC-F 7610 370 WABASHA STREET NORTH, SAINT PAUL, MN 55102 United States Of America.
A Delaware corporation
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES.
30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.
Used Since :15/03/2002
DELHI
DISPENSING UNITS FOR AIR FRESHENERS, FRAGRANCES, DEODORIZERS AND ODOR NEUTRALIZERS; DISPENSING UNITS FOR RELEASING CHEMICALS AND SANITIZERS INTO POOLS AND SPAS; DISPENSING UNIT FOR DELIVERING WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS TO TREAT SCALE AND CORROSION IN BOILERS AND COOLING TOWER STEAM AND WATER SYSTEMS; ELECTROLYZED WATER GENERATING EQUIPMENT; FLASHLIGHTS; PORTABLE ELECTRIC FANS; LASER SMOKE AIR FILTRATION UNITS FOR USE IN OPERATING CLEAN ROOMS; LED AND INCANDESCENT LIGHT STICKS; LIGHT BULBS; POINT OF USE WATER FILTRATION, PURIFICATION AND CONDITIONING UNITS FOR COMMERCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL POTABLE WATER AND NON-POTABLE WATER; ULTRAVIOLET LAMPS NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; WASTE WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY BIOREACTORS; WATER SOFTENING UNITS; WATER CONSERVATION EQUIPMENT FOR USE WITH LAIMDRY MACHINES; WATER FILTERING UNITS FOR COMMERCIAL, INSTITUTIONAL OR INDUSTRIAL USE; WATER FILTERING APPARATUS; WATER TANKS
2075224 27/12/2010
VIDHI AGGARWAL
VIPIN AGGARWAL
trading as; HARRISONS HOTEL EQUIPMENTS CO
4648/21, SEDHUMAL BUILDING, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI 2
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since: 01/12/2000
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES. LND APPLIANCES & PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS II
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 11

TRUVISION

2078769  31/12/2010
YOGESH KHURANA
VARUN KUMAR
HARPREET SETHI
BHARAT JAGGI

trading as ;GOODFRIENDS APPLIANCES COMPANY (INDIA)

E=879, DSIDC, NARELA INDUSTRIAL PARK, NEW DELHI-110040

MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.

Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI

FANS, COOLERS, COOLER PUMPS, COOLER KITS, GEYSERS, IMMERSION ROD, TOASTERS, OVENS, HEATERS, ROOM HEATERS, HOT PLATE, HOT CASE, MICRO WAVES, ELECTRIC TANDOOR, HEATING ELEMENTS, HEAT CONVECTORS, GAS STOVES, GAS LIGHTERS, BURNERS, HURICANE LANTERNS, ELECTRIC BULBS, CFL, GRILLERS, HAIR DRYERS, COFFEE PERCOLATORS, REFRIGERATORS, AIR CONDITIONERS, SANDWHICH MAKERS, KETTLES, TORCHES, RECHARGEABLE TORCH, ELECTRIC COOKERS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, LAMPS, GENERATORS, APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING HEATING, STEAM GENERATING WATER SUPPLYING COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLYING AND SANITARY PURPOSES, GAS CHIMNEY, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 11.
NHORMUS
2112386  09/03/2011
NASH GULF ELECTRONICS L.L.C
P.O BOX 261323 DUBAI UAE
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HARPREEET OBEROI
81, NATIONAL PARK, LAJPAT NAGAR-4 NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since :01/03/2011
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING,HEATING,STEAM GENERATING,COOKING
REFRIGERATING,DRYING,VENTILATING,WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSE.
2113202   10/03/2011
TRANSPARENT ENERGY SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
PUSHPA HEIGHTS, 1ST FLOOR, BIBWEWADI CORNER, PUNE-SATARA ROAD, PUNE-411 037, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISION OF THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1656

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MURALIDHAR S. KHADILKAR & A. A. KIRPEKAR
52, DR. V. B.GANDHI MARG, NEAR RHYTHM HOUSE, FORT, MUMBAI-400 023.
Used Since :11/10/2010

MUMBAI
WATER HEATING GENERATING DEVICES STEAM GENERATING BOILER, WATER SUPPLY, INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUS FOR HEATING, WATER HEATERS AND BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
SILK AIR

2207636  20/09/2011
RAVINDER KUMAR

trading as ;SRI HANUMAN INDUSTRIES

PLOT NO.10, SHAKTHI PURAM, PRASHANTHI NAGAR, IDA, KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD (A.P).
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :01/01/2005

CHENNAI
FANS OF ALL KINDS WHICH INCLUDE CEILING, PEDESTAL, WALL MOUNTABLE AND EXHAUST FANS.
2227117 01/11/2011

TRENDSUTRA CLIENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
101, 1ST Floor, Ackruti Corporate Park, L.B.S. Marg, Kanjurmarg (West), Mumbai 400078
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since: 01/08/2011

MUMBAI
Manufacturing and trading of lighting apparatus and installations, lanterns, chandeliers, ceiling lights, flash lights (torches), water heaters, fans (air-conditioning), electric fans, barbecues, grills (cooking appliances), toasting apparatus, microwave ovens, bath fittings, showers, sinks, taps (faucets), bath tubs and shower trays, shower and bath cubicles, shower faucet extensions, for use in bathroom accessories and sanitary purposes included in Class 11;
2236351  18/11/2011
EXEL WATER SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :EXEL WATER SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. # 16, UMPATHY THOTTAM, MADUVANKARI, GUINDY, CHENNAI- 600032, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI 600034
Used Since :03/07/1999

CHENNAI
WATER PURIFICATION INSTALLATIONS; WATER PURIFYING APPARATUS AND MACHINES; WATER SOFTENING APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS AND WATER - STERILIZERS
2244640  05/12/2011
JAI RAJENDRA IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : JAI RAJENDRA IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT #60, CIE, GANDHINAGAR, IDA, HYDERABAD-500037, ANDHRA PRADESH INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
409, PRAJAY CORPORATE HOUSE, 1-10-63 & 64, CHIKOTI GARDENS, BEGUMPET, HYDERABAD - 500 016. INDIA.
Used Since : 01/01/1976
To be associated with:
501065, 1506140
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSE INCLUDING, MICROWAVE OVENS, ELECTRIC GRILLS AND TOASTERS AND PARTS THEREOF
Trade Mark : TOOFAN
2275697   02/02/2012
SSC PRECAST INDUSTRIES
trading as ;SSC PRECAST INDUSTRIES
#62, KRISHNAPURI COLONY, WEST MARREDPALLY, SECUNDERABAD, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI BALAJI TECHLEGAL SERVICES PVT LTD
#12-13-308/A, FLAT NO:103, KRISHNA PRIYA APARTMENTS, STREET NO.19, Taranaka, Hyderabad - 17,India
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING,
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES,
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DEVICE OF GANESH
EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2339796 29/05/2012
S.VENKATESH KUMAR
K.SUBRAMANYAM
trading as ;NESTEL ENTERPRISES
NO. 9, 6TH CROSS, 2ND MAIN, GOVINDRAJ NAGAR, BANGALORE- 560040, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :24/11/2003

CHENNAI
ACRYLIC BATH TUBS, JACUZZIS AND SAUNA BATH APPARATUS FOR SANITARY PURPOSE.
Priority claimed from 17/08/2012; Application No. : 40-2012-51929 ;India
2478687    14/02/2013
ICEPIPE CORPORATION
SUITE 1309 BYUCKSAN DIGITAL VALLEY 6-CHA 481-4 GASAN DONG GEUMCHEON-GU SEOUL 153-803 REPUBLIC OF KOREA
LED (LIGHT EMITTING DIODES) LIGHT BULBS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES
501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-62
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LED (LIGHT EMITTING DIODES) LIGHT BULBS
2482066  20/02/2013
UNITED WATER SOLUTIONS
D.NO:32-13-53/9, OPP. SIDDHARTHA ACADEMY, MOGALRAJPURAM, VIJAYAWADA-520010, ANDHRA PRADESH.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND DISTRIBUTOR
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
SUITE 305, DELTA WING RAHEJA TOWERS # 177 ANNA SALAI CHENNAI-600002

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1943071
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEMS, R.O. SYSTEMS FOR DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE
MD A.R. IKRAMUDDIN  
trading as ; A.R. TRADING CO  
3222/9, G.F., Prem Market, Gali Charan Dass, Near Chomukha Mandir, Hauz Qazi, Chawri Bazar, Delhi 110006  
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)  
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6  
Used Since : 12/02/2013  

DELHI  

APPARATUS, EQUIPMENT & INSTALLATION FOR TREATMENT & SUPPLY OF WATER OR AIR, POWER SUPPLY & ELECTRICITY AND PARTS THEREOF INSTALLATIONS USED IN INDUSTRY FOR CONTROLLING THE FLOW OF FLUIDS, STEAM & HEAT COLD STORAGE INSTALLATION SOLAR WATER HEATERS, SOLAR COLD STORAGE, HYDRAULIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, STATIC INVERTERS FOR INDUCTION, MELTING & HEATING. AS PER CLASS-11
2543131  04/06/2013
HMA AGRO INDUSTRIES LTD
2/220, 2nd FLOOR, GLORY PLAZA, OPP. SURSADAN, M.G.ROAD, AGRA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
KAPILA

2546427  10/06/2013

GEETA BANSAL

trading as :ROSHNI LIGHTING INDIA

136 ACHRONDA PARTAPUR INDL AREA NEAR I M C V E COLLEGE DELHI ROAD MEERUT UP INDIA

MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

YUDHISH KUMAR GUPTA

SANTOSH & CO. UNION BANK BLDG., 1ST FLOOR, KHUNIPUL, BEGUM BRIDGE RD., MEERUT-250001 (U.P.)

Used Since :01/06/2010

DELHI

BU, LBS, LED, CFL, LAMPS, TUBELIGHT, BLAST AND APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING & HEATING INCLUDED IN CLASS-11
2571331  28/07/2013
EL-SHADDAI REFRIGERATION & AIR-CONDITIONING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;EL-SHADDAI
18, 7th cross, G B Palya Main Road, Hongasandra, Bangalore - 5600
manufacturing, sales and service
Registered Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IP LEX GLOBAL SERVICES
#82,21ST MAIN,2ND FLOOR, ABOVE SRI KRISHNA STORES, BANASHANKARI 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE - 560070
Used Since :01/07/2013
CHENNAI
REFRIGERATORS FREEZERS, COMBINATION REFRIGERATOR - FREEZERS, AIR CONDITIONERS
2586352  26/08/2013
GOPIKA THARAVANAT
trading as ;Tharank Techniks
29, Mangal Arcade, Telco Road, Mohan Nagar, Chinchwad, Pune - 411019
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :01/04/2005

MUMBAI
Water treatment equipment, namely, cartridge filtration units, reverse osmosis filtration units, water filtration units, reverse osmosis units.
SUBRAT KIRTIKAR GUPTA trading as M/s. EL-LIGHTING INDUSTRY
130, ELECTRONIC COMPLEX, PARDESIPURA, INDORE - 452 001 (M.P.) MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
HID Lamps (High pressure mercury vapour lamps, High pressure sodium vapour lamps, metal halide lamps), Street light & indoor (fixtures & fitting thereof) choke (electronic & magnetic)
2607627 05/10/2013
DAMANPREET SINGH ANAND
trading as ;LAGERUNG WATER SOLUTIONS
7/3, DB GUPTA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110055
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :25/09/2013
DELHI
WATER TREATMENT PLANT, SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT, EFFULIENT TREATMENT PLANT, WATER PUMP, WATER STORAGE TANKS, SEPTIC TANKS, WATER SUPPLY PIPES INCLUDED IN CLASS-11
2608302  07/10/2013

SH. PANKAJ KOHIL

Trading as: HEATKOH ENGINEERS

E-660, PHASE-VIII, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIAN-141010, PB

MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE", 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since: 10/09/1997

DELHI

MANUFACTURES & SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRIC FURNACES & SPARE PARTS, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11 FOR SALE IN INDIA & FOR EXPORT.
ALMO

2608498 07/10/2013
SURINDER KUMAR BATRA
trading as : AAKASH ELECTRICALS
2/401 KIRTI APARTMENT MAYUR VIHAR PHASE 1 EXTENSION DELHI 91
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 01/04/2010

DELHI

INSTALLATION FOR HEATING, LIGHTING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, COOLING, VENTILATING, DRYING STEAM GENERATING, WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEMS INCLUDING HEATERS, COOLERS, FANS, EXHAUST FAN, COOLER PARTS, CFL AND GSL LAMPS AND TUBE, TABLE LAMPS, TOASTER, HEAT CONVECTOR, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC HOT PLATES FOR COOKING, ELECTRIC OVEN, WATER BOILER, ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTERS, TUBE LIGHT AND ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LIGHT INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2608813  08/10/2013
VISHAL KUMAR
trading as; VISHAL INDUSTRIES & CO.
PHASE 2, RAJ VIHAR COLONY, NEAR FOOTBALL GROUND, HARIDWAR-249408
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SR4IPR PARTNERS
FLAT NO 18 (GF) RADHIKA APARTMENTS POCKET- 1 SECTOR -14 DWARKA NEW DELHI 110075 (INDIA)
Used Since: 05/10/2013
DELHI
WATER PURIFYING SYSTEMS AND WATER COOLERS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 11.
2610061  09/10/2013
PRANAMI BUILDERS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;PRANAMI BUILDERS PRIVATE LIMITED
201,2ND FLOOR,H.P. CHAMBERS,KUTCHERY ROAD,RANCHI-834001,JHARKHAND
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
an Indian Company.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :31/03/2005
KOLKATA
Apparatus for Lighting, Steam Generating, Cooking, Refrigerating, Drying, Ventilating, Water Supply & Sanitary Purposes; Sterilizers; Air Conditioning Apparatus; Cooling Installations & Machines; Microwave Ovens (Cooking Apparatus); Stoves; Roasters; Bread Toasters; Electric Coffee Machines; Chimney Blowers; Hair Dryers; Water Purification Installations; Filters for Drinking Water; Water Heaters; Bath Installations; Lamps; Chandeliers; Lamp Shades; Electric Fans for Personal Use.
Desiccant Rotors International Pvt. Ltd.
20 Rajpur Road, Delhi -110054
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.

Address for service in India/Ahents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :28/11/1997

To be associated with:
1103190, 2611773

DELHI
Evaporative cooling pads, humidification, equipment humidifiers, evaporative cooling systems, evaporative cooling modules for air cooled chillers, evaporative modules for AHUS, coolers, cooling equipment.
DS
2611945  14/10/2013
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT.LTD
A-85/86 SEC-2 NOIDA 201301 U.P
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since : 01/01/1997
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKINC, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATINO.
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2612023  14/10/2013
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT.LTD
A-85/86 SEC-2 NOIDA 201301 U.P
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/2003
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2612568    15/10/2013
MR. VIKRAM
trading as; USHA TRADERS
OPPOSITE BHAGAT SINGH PARK, BAHADURGARH, HARYANA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :11/10/2013
DELHI
WATER PURIFIER, R.O. SYSTEMS, WATER PURIFICATION INSTALLATIONS, AIR PURIFIER, EXCLUDING WOOD FIRED GEYSER & WATER TANKS
2612623  15/10/2013

K.BABU
trading as ; VIYANI FANS
NO.50/2202 A, OPP. NEAR TVS, VAIPADY, EDAPPALLY NORTH, COCHIN - 24, KERALA, INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since : 20/08/2011

CHENNAI
CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER FANS, AXIAL FLOW FANS, DUST COLLECTOR SYSTEMS, KITCHEN EXHAUST, VENTILATION
SYSTEMS AND HUMIDIFICATION SYSTEMS, ALL BEING
2612678  15/10/2013

PRAVESH G. JAIN

trading as ;M/S. HIRAN PIPES & FITTINGS

32, KAKA THOPPU STREET, MADURAI - 625001, TAMILNADU. INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

NIL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

IN RESPECT OF P.V.C. VALVES, BALL VALVE, FOOT VALVE, SCREWEND BALL VALVE, FLOW INDICATOR VALVE, NON RETURN VALVE (NRV), P.P. BALL VALVE SOLID, FOOT VALVE AND BELT FOOT VALVE, GATE VALVE, CHECK VALVE,

COCKS, P.V.C. BATHROOM FITTINGS INCLUDES TAPS, P.V.C. FLUSH CISTERN, JALIS, CONNECTIONS, WASH BESEN,

STAINLESS SINK, SOAP, DISH, C.P. TOWEL ROD, PIPE FITTINGS SANITARY WARES, BATHROOM FITTINGS AND BATH ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-11.
MOFFAT

2613731   17/10/2013

MOFFAT PTY LTD
740 SPRINGVALE ROAD MULGRAVE VICTORIA 3170 AUSTRALIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN AUSTRALIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

COOKING APPARATUS INCLUDING FOOD HEATING AND COOKING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING RANGES, STOVES, FRYERS, GAS AND ELECTRIC CONVECTION OVENS AND BARBEQUES
TURBOFAN
2613732  17/10/2013
MOFFAT PTY LTD
740 SPRINGVALE ROAD MULGRAVE VICTORIA 3170 AUSTRALIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN AUSTRALIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL OVENS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11 INCORPORATING FANS; AND PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR
Mr. Ram Awatar Pareek
MRS. ANCHI DEVI PAREEK
trading as ;M.C. TRADING COMPANY
CHAND MARKET, A.T. ROAD, GUWAHATI - 781 001, ASSAM.
TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRS.PINKY BAGARIA AGARWAL, ADVOCATES
C/O AGARWAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES,MANDOVI APPARTMENT,1ST FLOOR,1A,G.N.B. ROAD,OPP.RABINDRA BHAWAN,GUWAHATI,ASSAM,PIN 781 003,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
TELEVISION, REFRERGERATION, AIR CONDITIONING,WATER PURIFIER, HEATING, LIGHTING, COOLING AND COOKING APPLIANCES, APPARATUS AND INSTALLATION, AIR PURIFIERS, GEYSERS, ROOM HEATERS, TOASTER, HOT PLATE FOR COOKING, ELECTRIC TANDOOR,ELECTRIC WATER FILTERS, ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKERS, ELECTRIC OVEN, ELECTRIC STOVES RECHARGEABLE TORCH BATTERY, ELECTRICAL HOME APPLIANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2614918  21/10/2013
KLEENAIR SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
KLEENAIR HOUSE GAT NO. 120-122, AT POST- PIRANGUT, TALLUKA-MULSHI, DISTRICT-PUNE- 412115,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1522637
MUMBAI
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND SOLID HANDLING SYSTEMS
2616185  22/10/2013
JIGNESH PRAVINCHANDRA SHAH
trading as ;M/S. MONALI APPLIANCES
OPP. TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, ALANKAR CINEMA ROAD, SURENDRANAGAR 363 002. GUJARAT. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :02/10/2013
AHMEDABAD
TOASTER, INDUCTION COOKER, CEILING FANS, CHIMNEY, ROTI MAKER, SANDWITCH TOASTER, ROTI ROSTER, HOT PLATES, COOKERS (ELECTRIC) LPG GAS STOVE, GAS LIGHTERS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING BEING IN CLASS 11
2616672  23/10/2013
AMIT AGGARWAL
1/2052, RAM NAGAR, NEAR DURGA MANDIR, SHAHDARA, DELHI 110032
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :04/10/2013
DELHI
BATH FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
GEGRIP

2617004    23/10/2013
SUNEET KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;PARSVNATH ENTERPRISES
30/45 GALI NO 9 VISHWAS NAGAR DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :17/10/2000

DELHI

INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, INCLUDING FANS, COOLERS, AIR
CONDITIONERS, TOASTER, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC OVEN, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT,
IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, TUBE LIGHT, NIGHT LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL LAMPS AND
TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, LED LIGHT, HEAD LAMPS & LIGHT, GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY
LIGHT, ELECTRIC HOT PLATES FOR COOKING, ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTERS, ELECTRIC AND LPG GAS STOVE INCLUDED
IN CLASS 11.
JAYANTILAL VALLABHBHAI BARAIYA
trading as JAYANTILAL VALLABHBHAI BARAIYA
301, 3RD FLOOR, RADHE KRISHNA APPARTMENT, OPP. NEW BUS STAND, SANALA ROAD, MORBI - 363641. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF SANITARYWARE AND SANITARYWARE FITTINGS, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES AND BATHROOM FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 11.
2619630  28/10/2013
ACOLYTE INDUSTRIES INC.
251 W 30TH ST-SUITE 12E, NEW YORK NY 10001 USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY UNDER THE LAWS OF LAWS OF USA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASCENTIALLS
G-1-5 FLAT NO-1 RING ROAD MODEL TOWN DELHI-110009
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LED LIGHTING
2623155 04/11/2013
K.P.MADHU
KRISHNA KUMAR KALATHIL
trading as :ATLANTIS TRADING COMPANY.
NO.6/565, MANISSERY.P.O, OTTAPALAM, PALAKKAD, KERALA - 679521
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BIJU JOHN
CORDIALCODE, CHUNGATHARA P.O., NILAMBUR ( VIA ), MALAPPURAM DIST., KERALA - 679 334.
Used Since :14/07/2012
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING AND COOKING, DRYING, VENTILATING, REFRIGERATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
Hamilton Beach

2623791 06/11/2013
HAMILTON BEACH BRANDS, INC.
4421 Waterfront Dr., Glen Allen, VA 23060, United States of America
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
A Corporation duly organized under the Laws of the State of Delaware, U.S.A.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since: 22/08/2003
DELHI
AIR CLEANERS, AIR PURIFIERS, ALLERGEN REDUCER, AIR QUALITY MONITOR, TANK FOR HUMIDIFIER, HUMIDIFIERS, HUMIDIFIERS PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, AIR PURIFIER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, COFFEE MAKER, TEA MAKER, ESPRESSO MAKER, HOT POT, KETTLE, COMMERCIAL COFFEE FILTERS, COMMERCIAL COFFEE MAKER, COMMERCIAL DISHER, COMMERCIAL HAIR DRYER, COMMERCIAL INDUCTION BURNER COMMERCIAL RICE COOKER, COMMERCIAL TOASTER, COMMERCIAL URNS, COMMERCIAL PORTABLE RANGE, BREAKFAST SANDWICH MAKER, GRIDDLE, INDOOR GRILL, SANDWICH TOASTER, SKILLET, WAFFLE BAKER, BREADMAKER, BUFFET RANGE, DEEP FRYER, FOOD STEAMER, POPCORN MAKER, RICE COOKER, ROASTER OVEN, SLOW COOKER, GARMENT DRYER, GARMENT STEAMER, WATER FILTRATION, TOASTER OVEN, TOASTER, ICE CREAM MAKER, HAIR DRYER, OUTDOOR GRILL, CARBON DIOXIDE FILLED BOTTLE, ROOM DEODORIZER/AIR FRESHNER, WATER DISPENSER, WATER COOLER, MICROWAVE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 11

2624121 07/11/2013
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea.
Manufacturer and Merchant
a Korean Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 069.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1240403

KOLKATA
air conditioners air sterilizers electric ovens electric laundry dryers electric refrigerators electric refrigerators for fermenting and storing Kimchi electric wine cellar electromagnetic induction cookers for household purposes light emitting diodes(LED) lamps microwave ovens
2624817    08/11/2013

K-NINE WRITING SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO : A 301 / 302, SUNFLOWER BUILDING, PLOT NO - 36 A, SHIVNERI MARG, OFF GOREGAON - MULUND LINK ROAD, AMBEDKAR CHOWK, GOREGAON - EAST, MUMBAI- 400063
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Used Since :01/01/1982

MUMBAI
L.P. GAS STOVES, ELECTRIC GEYSERS, GAS GEYSERS, SANDWICH TOASTER COOKER TOPES (CHIMNEYS) SANITARY WARES AND BATH FITTINGS, ELECTRIC FAN, HOTPLATES, ELECTRIC TOASTERS AND PARTS, OVENS GYSER, GRILLE TOASTER, FAN EXHAUST FAN, TABLE FAN, IRON, AIR FRESH AIR FAN, ELECTRIC HEATERS SPARE PARTS, HEAT CONVECTORS HEATERS, ELECTRIC HOT PLATE FOR COOKING REFRIGERATORS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-11
2625204  11/11/2013
XIOLIFE INVESTMNETS LIMITED
trading as : XIOLIFE INVESTMNETS LIMITED
13B, HODY COMMERCIAL BUILDING, 6 HART AVENUE, TST, KOWLOON, HONG KONG
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF HONG KONG
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES
PALANI CENTRE 32, VENKATANARAYANA ROAD, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI- 600 017.
Used Since :01/09/2013
CHENNAI
WATER FILTERS
NSURE GROUP

2626195    12/11/2013

MS. SHEFALI MUNJAL
1-A, Friends Colony (West), New Delhi-110065
Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Lighting, cooling, heating, steam generating, drying, ventilating, refrigerating, air-conditioning and cooking apparatus and installations, water supply and sanitary installations, bathroom fittings, septic tanks, lamps, bulbs, tubes, lights, fitting & fixtures, luminaries, electric fans, coolers, refrigerators, air conditioners, geysers, heaters, heat converters, bed warmers, hot water bottles, warming pans, electric cooking utensils, hot plates, ovens, grills, toasters.
2627694  14/11/2013
SUNFLAME ENTERPRISES (P) LIMITED
58, SECTOR 27-C, MATHURA ROAD, FARIDABAD-121003, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA HAVING ITS OFFICE AT 58,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/01/2006
To be associated with:
366907, 1257845, 2211545
DELHI
MICROWAVE OVEN, COFFEE MAKER, ELECTRIC RICE COOKER, COMMERCIAL GAS BURNER, GRILLING & ROASTING
APPLIANCES, INDUCTION COOKER, HAIR DRYER, EPIILATORS & SHAVERS, SHAVERS, TRIMMERS, HAIR STRAIGHTER,
ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKER, ELECTRIC COOKING UTENSILS, EXHAUST FAN.
2635748  02/12/2013
AZEEZ.K.K
trading as : UNIQUE ENGINEERING WORKS
NO.21, 2ND FLOOR, N.S.C BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 079
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address: 
P. K. ARORA
B-62/4,KESHAV KUNJ PRATAP NAGAR, AGRA-10.
Used Since :19/06/1996
CHENNAI
TRANSLITE - LIGHTING TRANSFORMERS
2785346  04/08/2014
MR. SANJAY GOYAL
B-204, NORTH EX MALL, SEC-9, ROHINI, NEW DELHI 110085
TRADING & MANUFACTURING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPLIANCES HEATING, LIGHTING
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS EVERBEST EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2813737    22/09/2014
MR. SURESH KUMAR RATERIA
trading as ;SHIV SHAKTI UDYOOG
A-21, GROUP INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIRPUR, NEW DELHI 110052
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/09/2014
DELHI
STAINLESS STEEL KITCHEN SINKS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2829872  20/10/2014
SUNIL KUMAR GADIA
ANIL KUMAR GADIA
RAKESH KUMAR CHAMRIA
SHIYAJI SILK MILLS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;TIRUPATI PROJECTS
209,CHITTARANJAN AVENUE , 4TH FLOOR, KOLKATA-700006, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
TRADING, MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :18/10/2014
KOLKATA
LED LIGHT, CFL LIGHT, TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, HEAD LAMPS & LIGHT, GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LIGHT
2834150    29/10/2014
SUMIT JAIN
trading as : M/S. J.K. ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
9/76, MOTILAL NAGAR NO.-1, ROAD NO.-9, NEAR WATER TANK, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400062
merchants and manufacturers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 03/06/2010
To be associated with:
1974765
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
SAMCON
2861211 12/12/2014

KAMAL GOLCHHA
trading as SHREE BALAJI ELECTRONICS
2287/1A, SHOP NO. 121, AMBEY MARKET, DELHI-110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since: 01/10/2014

To be associated with:
2709045

DELHI
RECHARGEABLE & NON RECHARGEABLE LED LIGHT, LED BULB, LED LIGHT EMERGENCY LIGHT SMD LIGHT AND CFL INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2864213  17/12/2014
TBD TRADELINK PRIVATE LIMITED
B.6/603, MANSAROVAR, GARDEN, BHIWANDI (THANE) - 421302
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :21/12/2012
MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC ITEMS LIKE FANS, LIGHTING, IRONS, INDUCTION COOKERS, GAS STOVE, WATER HEATER
2875521  03/01/2015
SUSHIL AHUJA
trading as ;Kirpal Lighting
No. 4-A/36, Shop No.1, Tilak Nagar, New Delhi-110018
Manufacturers & Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
LED lights, CFL lights, Tubelights, Bulbs, Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes- included in class 11.
2883886 16/01/2015
CLASSICA SALES AND MARKETING (P) LTD
29 STRAND ROAD, KOLKATA 700001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3, INDIRA GANDHI ROAD, KONNAGAR, HOOGHLY, PIN 712 235, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 09/06/2005
KOLKATA
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
PARASULTRA (BATH FAUCETS)

2900901  13/02/2015

SH. PANKAJ JAIN
trading as ;PARSVNATH SANITARY APPLIANCES
PLOT NO.-60, HSIIDC, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SAMALKHA, DISTT. PANIPAT, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI

C. P. BATHROOM FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES INCLUDING CISTERN TANKS, FLUSHING CISTERN, TOILET SEAT COVERS & PARTS THEREOF; TAPS AND COCKS, WASH BASIN, BATHROOM MIRROR, SOAP DISH, ANTI COCKROACH TRAP, WASTE JALI AND TOWEL ROD, BATHS, BATHTUBS, BATH INSTALLATIONS; SHOWERS AND SHOWER INSTALLATIONS; SHOWER AND BATH CUBICLES; FAUCETS; TOUCHLESS FAUCETS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. No right for the word "(BATH FAUCETS)".
2911614  26/02/2015  

NILESH MORAKHIA
trading as ;RONIK COOKWARE, a Proprietorship firm
39, Cigaretewala Building, 4th Floor, 364, S.V.P Road, Pratna Samaj, Mumbai - 400004
Manufacturer, Trader, Dealer,
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :08/12/2014
MUMBAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes in class 11


SUNSUN

2923490    17/03/2015

SUNSUN ETECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
21, GROUND FLOOR, POCKET-J, SECTOR-2, DSIDC BAWANA, DELHI-110039.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR MANISH ADV
205, VARDHMAN BAHNHOF PLAZA, PLOT NO. 6, POCKET-7, SECTOR-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES; AIR CONDITIONING APPARATUS; ELECTRIC KETTLES; GAS AND ELECTRIC COOKERS; VEHICLE LIGHTS AND LED BULB, LED PANEL, LED PAR, WATER PUMP, AIR CONDITIONER, EXHAUST FANS, GEYSER, TOASTER, INCLUDED UNDER CLASS 11.
2939734  13/04/2015
RICHWAYS SALES AND SERVICES PVT. LTD.
OS, 6/1, OLD MIDC, SATARA, PIN CODE-415002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/01/2015
MUMBAI
FILTERS FOR DRINKING WATER AND PARTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
NATEOSANTE
Priority claimed from 28/11/2014; Application No. 013508981; European Union
2961742 12/05/2015
NATEOSANTE
13 rue Bonne Fontaine, 44680 SAINTE-PAZANNE, FRANCE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Société à responsabilité limitée à associé unique
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Air purifying apparatus and machines; Air purifiers, for domestic use; Air filtration apparatus; Air disinfection apparatus;
Apparatus for purifying air via filtration; Apparatus for purifying air via ionisers; Apparatus for purifying air via
photocatalysis; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Halogen lamps for air purification apparatus; Ionisation apparatus for
air treatment; Filters; Filters for air purifiers; Air sterilisers; Air purifiers; Air cooling apparatus; Air conditioners; Air
heating apparatus; Driers (Air-); Humidifiers; Air fans.
2970739  25/05/2015
SYED IMRAN HUSSAIN
trading as : A.M.CORPORATION
11-1-1202, HABEEB NAGAR, HYDERABAD - 500 001 ANDHRA PRADESH
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.
Used Since : 25/02/2012
To be associated with:
1961335
CHENNAI
L. P. G. GAS STOVES, ELECTRIC AND GAS GEYSERS, SANDWICH TOASTER, ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKERS [AUTOCLAVES] ELECTRIC, AIR COOLING APPARATUS, COFFEE FILTERS, ELECTRIC, COFFEE MACHINES, CHIMNEY. COOKING APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, COOKING UTENSILS [ELECTRIC], FILTERS FOR DRINKING WATER, FLASHLIGHTS [TORCHES], GAS APPARATUS AND GAS PIPES [REGULATING AND SAFETY ACCESSORIES FOR -]. GAS BURNERS. GAS LIGHTERS, HEATERS FOR BATHS, HOT WATER BOTTLES, HOT PLATES, KETTLES, ELECTRIC, KITCHEN RANGES [OVENS], LIGHT BULBS. ELECTRIC, LIGHT-EMITTING DIODES [LED] LIGHTING APPARATUS, LUMINOUS TUBES FOR LIGHTING, MICROWAVE OVENS [COOKING APPARATUS]. ROTISSERIES, SOCKETS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS. SOLAR FURNACES, SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTORS [HEATING]. WAFFLE IRONS, ELECTRIC, WATER PURIFICATION INSTALLATIONS, WATER PURIFYING APPARATUS AND MACHINES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-
2990923    23/06/2015
ROHIT BANSAL
trading as JAI MAA HOME APPLIANCES
112 SCHOOL ROAD DARIA CHANDIGARH 160101
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :27/04/2015

DELHI
HOME APPLIANCES LIKE CEILING FAN, EXHAUST FAN, CHAPATI MAKER, ELECTRIC TIFFIN, SANDWICH TOASTER/GRILLER, POP UP TOASTER, ELECTRIC INDUCTION/INFRARED COOKER, ELECTRIC KETTLE, ELECTRIC RICE/STEAM COOKER, ELECTRIC TANDOOR/MICROWAVE/OVEN, ELECTRIC POPCORN MAKER, ELECTRIC CHOPPER, L.P.G. GAS STOVE, GAS LIGHTER, VACUUM CLEANER, RECHARGEABLE LIGHT/FAN, ELECTRIC AIR FRYER, R.O.WATER PURIFIER, TEA/COFFEE MAKER, DEEP FRYER, ELECTRIC FLY KILLER, ELECTRIC WATER COOLER/DISPENSER, ELECTRIC HOT PLATE, ELECTRIC/GAS/IMMERSION WATER HEATER, ELECTRIC FAN HEATER, ROOM HEATER, HALOGEN HEATER, WATER DISPENSER, HEAT PILLAR, HAIR DRYER, HAIR STRAIGHTENER, HAIR TRIMMER, ELECTRIC AIR COOLER, LED BULBS AS PER CLASS -11.
ORIENT ELECTRIC
3041598   27/08/2015
ORIENT PAPER & INDUSTRIES LTD.
UNIT-VIII, PLOT 7, BHOINAGAR, BHUBANESWAR, ORISSA-751012, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS/ TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.
Used Since :01/04/2014

To be associated with:
2123420, 2158421, 2629801

KOLKATA
FANS SUCH AS CEILING FAN, TABLE FAN, WALL FAN AND STAND FAN ETC. INCLUDING ALL TYPES OF VENTILATING
DEVICES.
3086026  26/10/2015

PARTH KAVA
103, 104, A2Z MEGA MALL, PALIYAD ROAD, BOTAD-364710, GUJARAT
merchants and manufacturers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :26/10/2015

AHMEDABAD
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
3089284  29/10/2015
HOTSET HEIZPATRONEN U. ZUBEHÖR GMBH (A GERMAN COMPANY)
Hueckstraße 16, 58511 Lüdenscheid, Germany
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Electric heating apparatus for industrial purposes, electric tubular heating elements, electric cartridge-type heaters, including those in the form of coiled heating elements, primarily for industrial purposes, electric heating elements.
3127185    15/12/2015
RAMESHBHAI D. PANARA
“ROYAL HOUSE” OPP. PARIMAL POTTERY, NAVAGAM ROAD, THANGADH, 363530, DIST:- SURENDRANAGAR,
GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PERSONAL NAME
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Water Supply And Sanitary Purposes Including Showers, Shower Enclosures, Toilet Seat Covers, Cistern Fittings,
Flushing Cistern (Non-Metalic), Wash-Hand Bowls And Wash-Hand Basins, Bathroom Accessories And Fittings Including
Angle Valves, Kitchen Sinks, Bath Tubs, Shower Cubicles, Concealed Cisterns Parts And Fittings There of Included In
Class 11
MAHENDRA JAIN
SARASWATI HOUSE, 24/203-204, 2ND UNNAT NAGAR, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING AND WATER SUPPLY
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784 ,  13/02/2017           Class 11

3171465  28/01/2016
SHANTINATH SALES CORPORATION
7/37, SACHDEVA LANE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI 110002
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GLOBAL TRADE MARK SERVICE
L8, P.S. RATHI BLOCK, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI 110 054

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2921946
DELHI
ELECTRIC BLANKET, DRUM HEATING PAD, HEATING MATTRESS, HEAT TRACER, ELECTRIC MIRRORDEFOGGERS, STEAM BATH MACHINE BEING IN CLASS-11
AMITTING FLOW LIGHT PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as AMITTING FLOW LIGHT PRIVATE LIMITED
LU-27, 1st FLOOR, SHREE MADHAVAN OPP. KANTA STRI VIKASH GRUH, DHEBAR ROAD, RAJKOT360 002.(Gujarat) India.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :17/12/2015
AHMEDABAD
LED BULBS, LED TUBES & STEET LIGHT, FLOOD LIGHT, PANEL LIGHT, INTERIOR LED ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS-09.
3244527    27/04/2016
VOLTAS LTD.
UNITARY PRODUCTS BUSINESS GROUP, 1ST FLOOR, A-43 MOHAN CO-OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110044
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CONDITIONING APPARATUS & REFRIGERATION MACHINES & PRODUCTS INCLUDING ROOM SPLIT/PACKED AIR CONDITIONERS, WATER COOLERS & INSTALLATIONS, AIR CONDITIONERS FOR VEHICLES, REFRIGERATING CABINS, CHAMBERS & CONTAINERS THEREOF, COOLING APPLIANCES, INSTALLATION & MACHINES, CENTRAL AC & VENTILATING PLANTS, COLD STORAGE & QUICK FREEZING PLANTS & EQUIPMENT & PARTS, VISI COOLERS, DISPLAY CABINETS, FREEZERS, COOLERS, COLD ROOMS, REFRIGERATION APPLIANCES & MACHINERY, CENTRIFUGAL REFRIGERATING MACHINES, WATER DISPENSERS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATORS, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES; REFRIGERATORS, ICE AND ICE CUBE MAKING MACHINES, ICE CREAM DISPENSERS.
3314781    20/07/2016
R.R. ASSOCIATES
Samrendra Pandey
Munni Dubey
Rashmi Pandey
trading as ;R.R. Associates
501 , Block - J , Ocean Park , Nipania , Indore ( M.P.) Pin-452010
Manufacturer and Merchants
Indian Partnership firm under Partnership Act through Partner
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Used Since :24/11/2014
MUMBAI
Rain Water Purification Installation
3333541 09/08/2016
S M JAHANGIR
trading as: Kaygian Projects System
202-A & 203-, 2nd Floor, Swastik Tower, Basai Dara pur Road, Moti Nagar, Delhi 110015
Manufacturing and trading
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BIREN德拉 KUMAR JHA
ABC & TAXES F-26, R.C PLAZA, KIRARI CHOWK, DELHI - 110086 M-971822400
Used Since: 05/06/2012

DELHI
Electrical and Electronics all types CFL, LED, Bulbs, tubes, holders, lighting fixtures and all types fans, parts and fittings.
there of included in class 11
KUFITZ
3371141  24/09/2016
MAHAVEER
#1/1 PULLIYAR KOIL STREET ASHOK NAGAR, BANGALORE-560025
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATSON LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PROCESS PVT. LTD
No.1297, 3rd Floor, 30th main, B.S.K. 2nd stage, Bangalore- 560070.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3369319
CHENNAI
SANITARY FITTINGS
3376936   29/09/2016
FILMY KEEDA PRODUCTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Merchants, Traders and Service Providers
503-504, Peninsula Park, Plot A-4, CTS 694, Off. Oshiwara, MSD, Veera Desai Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai- 400053
Merchants, Traders and Service providers
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
Used Since :29/11/2013
MUMBAI
film stage lightning apparatus
INVETECH LIGHTING PRIVATE LIMITED
UNIT NO.1002-1003, 10TH FLOOR, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22 K.G. MARG, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI-110001
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LAMPS, BULBS, TUBES, LIGHTS OF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTIONS, DECORATIVE LAMPS, LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (LED), LIGHTING ACCESSORIES, SHADES AND FITTINGS, LIGHTING, COOLING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING AND COOKING APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, FANS, COOLERS, GEYSERS, BOILERS, HEATERS, IMMERSION RODS, HEAT CONVECTORS, OVENS, TOASTERS, GRILLERS, DEEP FRYERS, BREAD MAKERS, MILK BOILER, TEA & COFFEE MAKER, KETTLES, STOVES, BURNERS, GAS LIGHTERS, TANDOOR, STEAMERS, APPARATUS FOR WATER PURIFICATION, RO SYSTEM
3391664    20/10/2016
MANISH GUPTA
trading as ;KREAZONE TECHNOLOGIES
C-6/11, YAMUNA VIHAR, DELHI-110053
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/10/2016
DELHI
BATHROOM FITTINGS, ACCESSORIES AND APPARATUS FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
ALOK KUMAR
trading as :TRIVENI LAMP INDUSTRIES
58, PANDAV NAGAR, INDUSTRIAL AREA, GHAZIABAD,UP, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVIIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH,202001 U.P.
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
LAMPS (BULBS), TUBE LIGHT, FANS, CFL, FIXURES, COOLARS, ELEMENTS FOR HEATING, ELECTRIC IRON, TOASTERS, IMMERSION ROD, HEATER, HEAT CONVECTOR AND GEYSER INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3407325  09/11/2016
VIRENT POWER & PROJECTS PVT. LTD
trading as ;VIRENT POWER & PROJECTS PVT. LTD
81, SANJANA PARK INDORE-452016
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANALI BHANUSHALI
b 203 sai sagar complex, sec 13, plot no. 5, palm beach road, sanpada navi mumbai 400705
Used Since :09/12/2013
MUMBAI
SOLAR LED STREET LIGHT, SOLAR PUMPS, LED LIGHTS,CIVIL CONSTRUCTION, GOVT. SUPPLIERS, ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
HARIKA ANEJA
C-7/91, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.
TRADER & MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
169,3RD FLOOR, KAPIL VIHAR, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.

Used Since: 01/08/2014

To be associated with:

DELHI
HEATING & DRYING IMPLEMENTS, BEDWARMERS, ELECTRIC FANS, FOOTMUFFS ELECTRICALLY HEATED, ELECTRIC OR NONELECTRIC HAIR DRIERS/DRYERS, HAND DRYING APPARATUS FOR WASHROOMS, HEATING CUSHIONS [PADS], POCKET WARMERS, DRYING INSTALLATIONS, AIR DRIERS/DRYERS, DRYING APPARATUS FOR FODDER & FORAGE, LAUNDRY DRYERS, ELECTRIC REFRIGERATING & FREEZING EQUIPMENT, COOLING MACHINES & APPLIANCES, COOLING INSTALLATIONS FOR TOBACCO, FREEZERS, ICE MACHINES, COOLING INSTALLATIONS, REFRIGERATING CABINETS, APPARATUS AND MACHINES, REFRIGERATING CONTAINERS, REFRIGERATORS.
3412329  17/11/2016
VIVEK GUPTA
trading as ;VIVEK GUPTA
GH-14, FLAT NO.-728, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI – 110087
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALOK GUPTA, ADVOCATE
A-402, MAYANK MANSION, PLOT NO 21, SECTOR-6, DWARKA, N. DELHI-75

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Apparatus for lighting including tubelights, tubelight fittings, electrical & electronic ballast, Emergency Lights, Torch, Bulb; CFL lights, CFL tubes, CFL lamps; Solar lantern; Solar panel; LED lights, heating including geyser, immersion rods, emersion heater, room heater, iron, steam generating, cooking including electrical and gas cook tops tea kettle, microwave, hand blender, refrigerating, drying, ventilating including fans, air conditioner, air cooler, water supply and sanitary purposes including vacuum cleaner.
3414564    18/11/2016
ANTIQUE NON WOVEN PVT.LTD.
trading as :ANTIQUE NON WOVEN PVT.LTD.
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, LAKHDHIRPUR ROAD, MORBI-363642, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
OLD
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/10/2016
AHMEDABAD
SANITARYWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS – 11
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 11

Carrier Midea India Private Limited
trading as Carrier Midea India Private Limited
Pearl Tower, First Floor, Plot No. 51, Sector 32, Institutional Area, Gurgaon-122001 (Haryana), INDIA.
Manufacturer and merchant
A Private Limited Company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3418581

DELHI
Air-conditioners, apparatus and appliances for cooling, refrigerating, heating, drying, and ventilating.
3421659    29/11/2016
N.RANGA RAO AND SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;N.RANGA RAO AND SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.1553,VANIVILASA ROAD, MYSORE-570 004.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
NO.9, II FLOOR, AMARAVATHI FLATS, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EARTHEN LAMPS, LAMPS, DIYAS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING STEAM GENERATING, COOKING
REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
3422659  30/11/2016
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as ;SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 201, 2ND FLOOR GOPAL HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-09, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2557519, 2614401, 2616005, 3422656
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING. REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES IN CLASS 11.
3422867  30/11/2016
KAUSHAL DAGA
PAN MAL DAGA, MAIN ROAD, TERAPANTH BHAWAN KE PASS, BHINASAR (RURAL) BIKANER, RAJASTHAN - 334403
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, FAN INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 11

MOHD. ABBAS KHAN
964/4, B-BLOCK, YAMIN SUNAR WALI GALI, ZAKIR HUSSAIN COLONY, MEERUT CITY, MEERUT (U.P) PIN -250002.
MANUFACTURER
Used Since: 08/12/2015
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING (BULB, LED, CFL, STREET LIGHT, EMERGENCY LIGHT, SOLAR LIGHT, LAMP, JHOMER, LCD, TUBE LIGHT), HEATING (TOASTER, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC OVEN, AIR CONDITIONER, IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER), STEAM GENERATING INCLUDING FANS AND COOLERS. COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
CLIPRO

3424624  02/12/2016

MR. TAJINDER SACHDEVA
trading as ;MAHALAXMI ENTERPRISES
G - 216, SECTOR - 3, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAWANA, DELHI - 110039
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since :05/10/2016

DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES, LIKE TAPS & COCKS, BATHROOM MIRROR, P.V.C FLUSE CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JAH, SEAT COVER, WATER STORAGE TANKS & FOR USE IN WATER INSTALLATION, SANITARY FITTINGS & WATER SUPPLY FALLING, WATER HEATER, ELECTRIC WATER COOLER, GEYSERS, IMMERSION ROD, CHAPATTI MAKER, ELECTRIC TIFFIN, ELECTRIC TOASTER, AIR COOLER, ELECTRIC OVEN, MICROWAVE OVEN, ELECTRIC HOT PLATE, ELECTRIC ROASTER, ELECTRIC BOILER, ELECTRIC RICE COOKER, ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKER, WATER HEATER, AS PER CLASS 11
3428073  07/12/2016
WHIRLPOOL PROPERTIES, INC.
500 RENAISSANCE DRIVE, SUITE 101, SAINT JOSEPH MICHIGAN 49085, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION INCORPORATED IN THE STATE OF MICHIGAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
494403, 494405, 494411, 1233089, 1233090

DELHI

APPARATUS FOR COOKING, HEATING, ROASTING, STEAMING, DRYING, REFRIGERATING AND FREEZING INCLUDING ELECTRICALLY HEATED BAIN-MARIES; REFRIGERATING CABINETS; FREEZER CABINETS; BEVERAGE COOLING APPARATUS; MICROWAVE OVENS; FOOD WARMING DRAWERS; BAKING AND BARBEQUE APPARATUS; ELECTRICALLY HEATED CABINETS FOR FOOD; APPLIANCES NAMELY REFRIGERATORS, FREEZERS, COMBINATION REFRIGERATOR-FREEZERS, ICE MAKING MACHINES; ELECTRIC COOKING RANGES, OVENS AND COOKTOPS; GAS COOKING OVENS, RANGES AND COOKTOPS; GAS, ELECTRIC AND STEAM GRILLS; EXHAUST HOODS; TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED WINE CELLARS; ELECTRIC TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED SOUS VIDE OVEN WITH BUILT-IN WATER BATH; CLOTHES DRYING MACHINES AND CABINETS; COMBINATION GARMENT WRINKLE AND ODOR REMOVER AND GARMENT DRYER; HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOLING AND VENTILATING APPARATUS, INCLUDING FURNACES, HEATERS, COMBINATION BURNERS, HEAT PUMPS, AIR CONDITIONERS, AIR CONDITIONING UNITS, CONDENSING UNITS, EVAPORATOR UNITS, EVAPORATOR COILS, DEHUMIDIFIERS, HUMIDIFIERS, CENTRAL HUMIDIFIERS, AIR FILTERS, AIR PURIFYING UNITS, CENTRAL AIR CLEANERS, VENTILATING FANS, PORTABLE ELECTRIC FANS, FURNACE BOILERS, HEAT EXCHANGERS; KITCHEN AND HOUSEHOLD WATER HEATING, COOLING AND QUALITY APPARATUS, INCLUDING WATER SUPPLY UNITS FOR DISPENSING COLD WATER AND ICE FROM REFRIGERATORS; APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING HOT, COLD, BOILING, SPARKLING AND FILTERED WATER; HOT WATER DISPENSERS; GAS AND ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS; WATER COOLERS; LED (LIGHT EMITTING DIODE) LIGHTING FIXTURES; LED (LIGHT EMITTING DIODE) LIGHTING FIXTURES FOR USE IN DISPLAY, COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, RESIDENTIAL, AND ARCHITECTURAL ACCENT LIGHTING APPLICATIONS; LED (LIGHT EMITTING DIODE) LIGHTING FIXTURES FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING APPLICATIONS; WATER SUPPLY UNITS; WATER FILTRATION UNITS; WATER PURIFYING APPARATUS AND MACHINES; WATER STERILIZERS; REFRIGERATOR WATER FILTRATION APPARATUS; HOME WATER SUPPLY FILTRATION UNITS; WATER SOFTENER UNITS; WATER CONDITIONING UNITS; UNDER SINK WATER FILTRATION SYSTEMS; REVERSE OSMOSIS DEVICES FOR USE IN WATER CONDITIONING APPARATUS; REVERSE OSMOSIS ELEMENTS FOR REDUCING THE BRACKISHNESS OF WATER; REVERSE OSMOSIS ELEMENTS FOR USE IN REDUCING THE SALT CONTENT OF WATER; COUNTERTOP WATER FILTRATION DEVICES; FAUCET WATER FILTERS; REPLACEMENT FILTERS; SINKS; LAUNDRY SINKS; SINK ACCESSORIES, NAMELY FAUCETS, STRainers AND SPRAYERS; PORTABLE OR COUNTERTOP OVENS; PORTABLE FREEZERS; ELECTRIC FRYING PANS; SLOW COOKERS; PORTABLE OR COUNTERTOP GRIDDLES; PORTABLE OR COUNTERTOP GRILLS; PORTABLE OR COUNTERTOP HOTPLATES; PORTABLE OR COUNTERTOP HOBS; PORTABLE OR COUNTERTOP COOKERS; PORTABLE REFRIGERATORS; PORTABLE OR COUNTERTOP WINE CHILLERS; PORTABLE OR COUNTERTOP ICE MAKERS; WAFFLE MAKERS; PORTABLE OR COUNTERTOP STOVES; STIR-FRY COOKERS; STEAMERS; HOT AIR COOKERS; RICE COOKERS; ELECTRIC FOOD WARMING UNITS; POT WARMERS; ELECTRIC DEEP FRYERS; PORTABLE OR COUNTERTOP PLATE WARMERS; PRESSURE COOKERS; PORTABLE OR COUNTERTOP ROTISSERIES; ROASTING SPITS; TOASTERS; TOASTER OVENS; KETDES; ELECTRIC HOT BEVERAGE MAKING MACHINES; ELECTRIC MILK BROThERS; TEA MAKERS; COFFEE MAKERS; ESPRESSO MACHINES; CAPPUCCINO MAKERS; PASTA COOKERS; ELECTRIC YOGHURT MAKERS; SORBET MAKERS; ICE CREAM MAKERS; APPARATUS FOR COOKING CREPES; EGG COOKERS; SANDWICH MAKERS; PIZZA MAKERS; APPARATUS FOR DRYING THE HAIR; REPLACEMENT PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; REPLACEMENT PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
3432898  14/12/2016
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006
To be associated with:
3432041
MUMBAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
3436934  20/12/2016
JYOTI VERMA
trading as BLESSING ALWAYS
B-4 BASEMENT, SHANKAR GARDEN, NEW DELHI
TRADING
Used Since :15/12/2016
DELHI
TRADING OF APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
3437551  21/12/2016
VITHAL BECHARBHAI GODHANI
trading as ;SADGURU SALES
Chhanpur Kuruda, Balasore-756056. (Orissa).
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
Used Since :20/11/2016

KOLKATA
SANITARY WARES, BATH FITTING, C.P FITTING INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3437617  20/12/2016
AMREEN ELECTRICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :AMREEN ELECTRICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
SCO-183, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-7-C, CHANDIGARH-160019
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A company incorporated under Indian Company Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :01/07/2016
DELHI
LED LIGHTS, DESERT COOLERS AND ELECTRICAL FANS
DELTA PRODUCTS
P. Ravi Kumar
A. N. Nalina
trading as : Delta Products
2nd Cross, Gokula Extension, Kyathasandra (Post), Tumkur - 275104, Karnataka.
Manufacturers and Distributors
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR N
# 26, Rajamma Garden, Rajeev Gandhi Road, Jaraganahalli, JP Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560078.
Used Since : 10/05/2016
CHENNAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, and LED Lights.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3438186   22/12/2016
RANJANA KHANNA
VIBHU TANDON
trading as ;RKT INTERNATIONAL LIGHTING
H. NO. -327, CIVIL LINE-I, PS-KOTWALI, DISTRICT BIJNOR-246701, UTTAR PRADESH.
TRADING AND MANUFACTURING
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932
Used Since :29/11/2016
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING.
3439409  23/12/2016
MOHD IRSAD
trading as ; F.K.ENGINERING WORKS
764/287, SHYAM NAGAR, GALI NO.-5 PILOKRI ROAD MEERUT 250002 U.P. INDIA
MANUFACTURER & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY BHARDWAJ, ADV.
203, RAJENDER NAGAR, NAUCHANDI GROUND MEERUT U.P
Used Since :02/04/2008
DELHI
REGULATOR FOR LPG/CNG/OXGEN/ HYDROGEN GAS, CUTTING TOURCH, CUTTING NOZZELS.
SHRI ANIL SETHI
trading as ;SETHI RUBBER INDUSTRIES
91 MULTANI BUILDING II FLOOR, CROCKERY MARKET, SADAR BAZAR DELHI 110006
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
L P GAS STOVES, GAS LIGHTERS, GAS BURNERS, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3439671    23/12/2016

SANKIT BATRA
trading as ;SANKIT BATRA
509, IIND FLOOR, WEST PARMANAND COLONY, MUKHERJEE, NAGAR, DELHI-110009
MANUFACTURE/ TRADE/ MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :12/11/2016

DELHI

LIGHTING AND LIGHTING FIXTURES, CAR LIGHTING, BREAK LIGHT, TUBE LIGHT, AUTO LIGHT, VACCUM CLEANER,
CAR REFRIGERATORS AND AIR PURIFIERS, AS PER CLASS 11.
MAHENDRA KUMAR 
trading as ;MAHENDRA KUMAR
NO.99 1ST FLOOR GOVINDAPA NAICKEN STREET LAND MARK NEAR HDFC ATM CHENNAI-600 079
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJAY J RAJPUROHIT 
NO.157, LINGHI CHETTY STREET, 1ST FLOOR,ROOM NO.2, CHENNAI- 600 001

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, LIGHT OF ALL KIND, LED LIGHTS, STREET LIGHTS, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSE INCLUDED IN CLASS 11 HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSE
3442633   27/12/2016
SH. NAWAL KISHOR BUNG.
trading as ;PUSHTE MARKETINGS.
3-2-609, GROUND FLOOR, CHAPPAL BAZAR, HYDERABAD-500027, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/12/2016
CHENNAI
Sanitary, Modular Kitchen and C. P. Bathroom Fittings their Parts and Accessories including Sink, Water Storage Tank, Cistern Tanks, Flushing Cistern, Toilet Seat, Taps and Cocks, Water Closet, Wash Basin, Anti Cockroach Trap, Waste Jali and Towel Rod, Baths, Bath tubs, Bath Installations; Showers and Shower Installations; Shower and Bath Cubicles; Faucets; Touchless Faucets;
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
AVAM OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.
D-10/37, SEC-8, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
C-21, SAWAN PARK, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-III, DELHI 110052
Used Since: 01/04/2012
To be associated with:
2563871
DELHI
ELECTRICAL LIGHTS AND FITTING ACCESSORIES, TUBE LIGHT, LED LIGHT, BULBS AND CFL LAMPS AND TUBES INCLUDED IN CLASS-11.
344431  29/12/2016
AVAM OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;AVAM OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.
D-10/37, SEC-8, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
C-21, SAWAN PARK, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-IIIRD, DELHI 110052
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
ELECTRICAL LIGHTS AND FITTING ACCESSORIES, TUBE LIGHT, LED LIGHT, BULBS AND CFL LAMPS AND TUBES INCLUDED IN CLASS-11.
MR. PRASHANT AGARWAL
trading as ; Billionwares Enterprises
3rd Floor, No. 02, 2nd Block, Sir M Visveswaraya Rd, Opp Saraswatipuram, Above Balaji Paints Near Sai Baba temple 6th stage BTM Layout, Bangalore – 560 076
Electrical, Home, Kitchen and Vehicle equipment and accessories

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHEILA P RAO
103,Arneesh Jewel Apartment, 1st Cross, Bilekahalli, Bangalore

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
air deodorising apparatus, air cooling, heating, drying apparatus, air conditioner and accessories, lamps, anti-glare devices, oven, barbeque, bath tubs, bath fittings, light bulb and lamps, electrical fittings, gas pipes, chandeliers, chimney, coffee machines, cooking vessels and utensils, fans, steamers, freezers, gas lighters, electrical appliances, kitchen furniture, shower, sinks, electrical fittings, toilet bowl, vehicle accessories.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 11

3447996  02/01/2017
JAGDISH PANDURANG VISPUTE
103, Vaibhav Complex, Near SBI, Ubhrat Road, Maroli Bazar, Tal. Jalalpor, Dist. - Navsari, Gujrat - 396436
Manufacturer And Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/01/2015

AHMEDABAD
Apparatus for lighting, heating, cooking, refrigerating, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, Electric fans.
GRT WATER SOLUTION PVT. LTD
204, 205, Swami Samarth Sankul, Nandura Road Khamgaon Dist. Buldana, PIN - 444303
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Used Since :03/01/2017

MUMBAI
Water purifier included in class 11.
3449158  03/01/2017
SOMANY CERAMICS LIMITED
82/19, Bhakerwara Road, Mundka, New Delhi – 110041.
Manufacturer & Merchant
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI ASSOCIATES
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8
Used Since :14/12/2016
To be associated with:
1522110
DELHI
Sanitaryware and Bath Fittings included in class 11.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 11

3450080 04/01/2017
BIKRAM KUMAR
trading as; Bikram Kumar
Inside Sheranwala Gate, Near Bhasha Bhawan, Patiala, Punjab - 147001
Manufacturers & Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI KANT GARG
1591, ESIC Society, Sector-51 B, Chandigarh
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
R.O.SYSTEMS, WATER PURIFIER, WATER SOFTNER included in class 11
3450090  04/01/2017
OPENWATER.IN PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; OPENWATER.IN PRIVATE LIMITED
No.445, 9th Main, 2nd Cross, HAL 3rd Stage Jeevan Bhima Nagar Bangalore Karnataka 560075 India
Manufacturing and sale

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLOCOPIA IP SERVICES
NO.29, SHESHASHRI, I "C" CROSS, SN LAYOUT, BASAVESHWAR NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 079.
Used Since :02/12/2016
CHENNAI
water filtering apparatus, water purifying apparatus and machines, apparatus for estimate the water contaminants.
GROOVY

3450458  05/01/2017
M/S. RAM RATNA ELECTRICALS LIMITED
305/A, Windsor Plaza, R.C. Dutta Road, Alkapuri, Vadodara- 390007, Gujrat, India
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Ceiling Fan.
VOGUISH

3450459   05/01/2017

M/S. RAM RATNA ELECTRICALS LIMITED
305/A, Windsor Plaza, R.C. Dutta Road, Alkapuri, Vadodara-390007, Gujrat, India
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Ceiling Fan.
TINSEL

3450460  05/01/2017
M/S. RAM RATNA ELECTRICALS LIMITED
305/A, Windsor Plaza, R.C. Dutta Road, Alkapuri, Vadodara- 390007, Gujrat, India
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LED Downlight.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 11

3450553 05/01/2017
TITTU NEVIN
trading as ;M/s. KHRYSLER
VII/422, 1st Floor (TC 26/422), Kiran Complex, Anchery Chira, Thrissur District, Kerala, India - 680006
Manufacturer and Trader
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T,ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2,CC44/2476,SANTHIPURAM ROAD,COCHIN-682025,KERALA, INDIA
Used Since :25/10/2007

CHENNAI
Water purifiers; Filters for Water Purifiers; Water purification, desalinisation and conditioning installations; Air purifiers; Filters for Air Purifiers; Apparatus for Ventilating.
3450554    05/01/2017
M/S. AVANT ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD
trading as :M/s. AVANT ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD
29/1590, Indira Gandhi Road, Willingdon Island, Kochi, Kerala, India - 682003
Manufacturer and Trader
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA
Used Since : 23/02/2011

CHENNAI
Sanitaryware; Sanitary and bathroom installations and plumbing fixtures; Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water supply
3450667   05/01/2017
M/S SHREE SIDHBALI MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
MUKEH KUMAR CHETANI
AMIT AGARWAL
PATEL MARG, KOTDWARA, PAUDI GARHWAL, UTTARAKHAND-246149.
TRADER & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
169,3RD FLOOR, KAPIL VIHAR, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.
Used Since :29/12/2016

DELHI
ELECTRIC COOLERS, WATER COOLERS, ROOM COOLERS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM
GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES BEING
GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3451659  09/01/2017
ASHWANI KUMAR SRIVASTAVA
99-A/37, KALA DANDA, BENIGANJ, ALLAHABAD, UP, INDIA-211016
MANUFACTURING/ MARKETING/ TRADING
Used Since :01/05/2016
DELHI
WATER PURIFIERS / RO + UV PURIFICATION SYSTEM.
3451739  06/01/2017  
SARFARAZ AHMED. 
trading as ; ESS ENTERPRISES. 
2262/5C, NEAR RANJEET NAGAR, NEAR Z BLOCK, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008, INDIA. 
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER 
Address for service in India/Attorney address: 
LALJI ADVOCATES 
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092 
Used Since : 01/01/2017  
DELHI 
Lighting Installations for Motor Land Vehicles including Auto Bulbs, Auto Tubes, Auto Lamps, Auto Lights, Head Lamps, Halogen Lamp, Indicator, Blinker and Tail Lamps included in Class 11.
3451744    08/01/2017
MR. KRISHAN KUMAR
trading as ;M/S DZIRE SALES.
B-66, PATEL GARDEN, KAKROLA MORE ,NEW DLEHI-110059.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :25/01/2008
DELHI
BATH IN STALLATIONS, WHIRL POOL BATHS, BATH ENCLOSURE, BATH CUBICLES, BATH ROOM FAUCETS, BATH SPOUTS, BATHS AND SHOWER TRAYS, STAINLESS STEEL, WASH BESIN, CONNECTIONS, JAIL FLUSH CISTERN, COCKS, TOILE SEATS AND ITS COVER, WASTANK AND C.P. BATH ROOM FITTING AND ACCESSORIES SANITARY ITEMS IN CLUDED IN CLASS-11
3451782 06/01/2017

PINKI KUMARI
trading as; M/S SAKSHI AND SRSHTI ENTERPRISES
BANSITIKAR, SABOUR, DIST- BHAGALPUR-812001, BIHAR, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201, 2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.
Used Since: 15/08/2016

KOLKATA
Apparatus of water supply, storage and plumbing being included in class 11
3451783    06/01/2017
PINKI KUMARI
trading as ;M/S SAKSHI AND SRISHTI ENTERPRISES
BANSITIKAR, SABOUR, DIST- BHAGALPUR-812001, BIHAR, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :15/08/2016
KOLKATA
Apparatus for water supply, storage and plumbing being included in class 11
3451838    06/01/2017
ELDHO ROY
trading as ;VARKEYS DIGITAL & COLLECTIONS
Varkeys Digital & Collections, Trinity Arcade, Nadappuram Road, Opp: Indian Oil Pump, Koothattukulam, Ernakulam - 686662, Kerala.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since: 01/01/2015
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
3451944  06/01/2017
HEMA JHA
trading as ;Nano Shudh
PLOT NO. 16, SAI ENCLAVE, NAND GRAM, RAJ NAGAR EXTN ROAD, NEAR NANDI PARK, GHAZIABAD-201001
Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :11/12/2016
DELHI
Water Purifiers and Air Purifiers.
3452377  07/01/2017

SIVAKUMAR
157, D. Block, R.V. Nagar Main Road, Anna nagar East, Chennai - 600102.

Manufacturer/Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
DOMESTIC, INSTITUTIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL WATER PURIFICATION DEVICES, WATER PURIFYING APPARATUS, MACHINES BASED ON FILTRATION AND / OR FLOW THROUGH AND EMPLOYING USE OF THE ION EXCHANGE RESINS / FILTER MEDIA, IODINATED RESINS / FILTER MEDIA, CHLORINE BASED RESINS / FILTER MEDIA, CERAMIC BASED FILTER MEDIA PAPER, SILICA, GLASS, FIBER, CELLULOSE, POLYMER, SAND BASED FILTER MEDIA, REVERSE OSMOSIS, ULTRA VIOLET RADIATION, OZONATION, ACTIVATED CARBON, GRANULATED ACTIVATED CARBON, SILVER IMPREGNATED ACTIVATED CARBON.
3452504  07/01/2017

REKHA MALOO

trading as ;M/s. MANOJ AGENCIES

No-1046, Nagarthpet, Opp. Dharmaraja Temple, Bengaluru - 560002, Karnataka

MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)

13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Used Since : 07/04/2014

CHENNAI

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.
SUDARSHAN SAUR

3452708  07/01/2017
SUDARSHAN SAURSHAKTI PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SUDARSHAN SAUR SHAKTI
5, TARAK COLONY OPP. RAMKRISHNA MISSION ASHRAM, BEED BY PASS, AURANGABAD- 431 005
Manufacturer & Merchant
A Registered Company Incorporated Under Indian Company's Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAYA LAW OFFICE
BHARADWAJ,NANDANWAN COLONY,KAREGAON ROAD,PARBHANI-431 401
Used Since :01/01/2010
To be associated with:
1999197, 3452525

MUMBAI
SOLAR WATER HEATER, SOLAR LIGHTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-11
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1999197,3452525.
3452811  08/01/2017
SUDARSHAN KUMARI
trading as ;BAHUBHUJA INDUSTRIES
B.L.6 (PASCHIMI) CLUB ROAD SHALIMAR BAGH DELHI-1100088
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/MARKETING
A PROPRIETOR SHIP FIRM CONCERN DULY REPRESENTED THROUGH
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054
Used Since :01/11/2016

DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF SANITARY AND BATHROOM FITTINGS E.G. BIB COCKS. LONG BODY. WASH-BASIN MIXERS.
SINK MIXERS. SHOWER MIXERS. SINK COCKS. BASIN COCKS, PILLAR COCKS. ANGLE VALVES. SINGLE LEVER WASH
BASIN MIXERS. SINGLE LEVER SINK MIXERS. SINGLE LEVER SHOWER MIXERS. SINGLE LEVER BIDET MIXERS. LONG
NOSE .SWAN-NECK .SHOWERS. HEALTH FAUCETS. ELBOW.TEE.OVERHEAD PIPES. STOP-COCKS. VALVE.ALL
CONCEAL COCKS. FLUSH-COCK,FLUSH TYPES OF VALVES AND FAUCETS AND BATHROOM ACCESSORIES .
3452955   09/01/2017
ASHWANI GUPTA
PLOT NO-21, POCKET NO-P, SECTOR-1, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI-110039
MANUFACTURER
Used Since: 11/01/2015
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
3452961  09/01/2017
SANTOSH KUMAR SINGH AND RAJ KUMAR SINGH
RZ-80, GALI NO-6, EAST SAGARPUR DELHI-110046
TRADING
Used Since :06/01/2017
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES IN CLASS-11
3453203  09/01/2017
ASHUTOSH MITTAL
G-103, SHRI SAI BABA APPARTMENTS, SECTOR-9, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.
TRADER & MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
169, 3RD FLOOR, KAPIL VIHAR, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.
Used Since: 09/01/2016
DELHI
HEATING & DRYING IMPLEMENTS, BEDWARMERS, ELECTRIC FANS, FOOTMUFFS ELECTRICALLY HEATED, ELECTRIC
HAIR DRIERS/DYERS, HAND DRYING APPARATUS FOR WASHROOMS, HEATING CUSHIONS [PADS], POCKET
WARMERS, DRYING INSTALLATIONS, AIR DRIERS/DYERS, DRYING APPARATUS FOR FODDER & FORAGE, LAUNDRY
DRYERS, ELECTRIC REFRIGERATING & FREEZING EQUIPMENT, COOLING MACHINES & APPLIANCES, COOLING
INSTALLATIONS, FREEZERS, REFRIGERATING, CABINETS, REFRIGERATING CONTAINERS, REFRIGERATORS BEING
GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 11

ASHUTOSH MITTAL
G-103, SHRI SAI BABA APARTMENTS, SECTOR-9, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.
TRADER & MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
169,3RD FLOOR, KAPIL VIHAR, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.
Used Since :09/01/2016

DELHI
HEATING & DRYING IMPLEMENTS, BEDWARMERS, ELECTRIC FANS, FOOTMUFFS ELECTRICALLY HEATED, ELECTRIC HAIR DRIERS/DYERS, HAND DRYING APPARATUS FOR WASHROOMS, HEATING CUSHIONS [PADS], POCKET WARMERS, DRYING INSTALLATIONS, AIR DRIERS/DYERS, DRYING APPARATUS FOR FODDER & FORAGE, LAUNDRY DRYERS, ELECTRIC REFRIGERATING & FREEZING EQUIPMENT, COOLING MACHINES & APPLIANCES, COOLING INSTALLATIONS, FREEZERS, REFRIGERATING, CABINETS, REFRIGERATING CONTAINERS, REFRIGERATORS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3453288  09/01/2017
SYMPHONY LIMITED
trading as ;Symphony Limited
"Symphony House", FP 12-TP 50, Bodakdev, Off S G Highway, Ahmedabad - 380 054
The Applicant is a Manufacturer and Merchant.
A company registered under the Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NANAVATI & NANAVATI ADVOCATES
7th FLOOR, CORPORATE HOUSE, SARKHEJ - GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, JUDGES BUNGLOWS CROSS ROAD,
BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380054, GUJARAT
Used Since :18/04/2016
To be associated with:
3453287
AHMEDABAD
Air-Coolers including Industrial Air-Coolers.
HAIKY

3453469 09/01/2017
MOHIT ARORA
SHOP NO.7, 3RD FLOOR, BUILDING NO.889, SINGAPORE BUILDING, MAIN QUTAB CHOWK, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMPERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since :10/11/2016
DELHI
HAIR DRYERS, Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
ROHIT RAMESH PARMAR
trading as: QUETZAL TECHNOLOGIES
159, SANT TUKARAM SOCIETY-2, NEAR MANAV DHARMA ASHRAM, PALANPUR, JAKATNAKA, SURAT-395009, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since: 12/01/2015

AHMEDABAD
LED LIGHT STRIPS, LED LIGHT BULBS, LED FLASH LIGHTS, LED LANDSCAPE LIGHTS, LED LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS, LED LUMINAires, LED LIGHTING APPARATUS.
3453603 09/01/2017
A.T.E. ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : A.T.E. Enterprises Private Limited
43, Dr. V. B. Gandhi Marg, Fort, Mumbai - 400023.
Manufacturer & Merchant.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54, Kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai
Used Since : 01/10/2016
MUMBAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
A.T.E. ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as A.T.E. Enterprises Private Limited
43, Dr. V. B. Gandhi Marg, Fort, Mumbai - 400023.
Manufacturer & Merchant.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai

Used Since :01/10/2016

MUMBAI

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
3453757  09/01/2017
HON HAI PRECISION INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
NO. 2 TZU YU STREET, TU-CHENG CITY, TAIPEI HSIEN, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
Manufacturers and traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.
3453917    10/01/2017
ANIL KUMAR GUPTA
trading as : MAYA ENGINEERING WORKS
BHANDWAI PUR PISOR ROAD, BACK SHIVPUR RAILWAY STATION, SHIVPUR, VARANASI (U.P).
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Used Since : 01/10/2002
DELHI
FANS AND REGULATORS.
3453952    10/01/2017
GRESTA INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
A-8, FATEH NAGAR, JAIL ROAD, TILAK NAGAR, DELHI-110018.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B.S. ARORA & MOHIT ARORA
CHAMBER NO. 72, PATIALA HOUSE, NEAR INDIA GATE, NEW DELHI-110001.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AIR PURIFIERS.
3454129  09/01/2017
M/S HAPPY FISH BEVERAGES
Mr. NAGESHWER RAO PUJARI
Mr B.RAKESH BABU
#FLAT NO.406, 4TH FLOOR, REVIERI APARTMENTS, DWARAKAPURI COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD-500082,
TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.
Used Since :09/01/2017

CHENNAI

APPARATUS FOR COOKING & WATER SUPPLY BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
3454280    10/01/2017
REDSTONE GRANITO PVT.LTD.
trading as ;REDSTONE GRANITO PVT.LTD.
8-A,NATIONAL HIGHWAY, MATEL ROAD, AT: LAKADDHAR (DHUVA), TAL:WANKANER,DIST: MORBI-363622,
GUJARAT-INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :18/11/2011
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF SANITARYWARE AND SANITARYWARE FITTINGS , BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, WATER SUPPLY AND
SANITARY PURPOSE INCLUDED IN CLASS - 11
3454375  10/01/2017
MOHAMMED MUZAMMIL HAFIZ
trading as ;NEW STAR BATTERIES
ARTIYA COMPLEX, BAFANA, NANGED. TA. NANGED DIST. NANGED. (MAHARASHRA). INDIA 431601
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jania Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.
Used Since :08/12/2014

MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
3454574  10/01/2017
MONGA STRAYFIELD PVT. LTD. INDIA.
C-4 RS22, M.I.D.C., Behind Post Office, Bhosari Industrial Estate, Pune 411 026 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since :01/12/2005
MUMBAI
ABDUL HAMID DAGGA
MANZOOR AHMAD BHAT
trading as ;STAR APPLIANCES
INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-III KHANMOO SRINAGAR JAMMU & KASHMIR
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Used Since :01/02/2015
DELHI
WATER HEATER, BLOWER HEATER, COLLERS, FANS, LED LIGHT, SOLAR LIGHT, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, GAS HEATER, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING AND DRYING.
Body Yoga

3455260  11/01/2017
SANA HABIB
Flat no. 2401, Floor, 24, Wing T-37, Beverly Hills Royal Empire T-37, 4 Bunglow, Lokhandwala Road, Near Lokhandwala Circle, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400 053.
manufacturer & traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HAIR DRIERS.
NAVAL PLUS
3455426   11/01/2017
AMREETA
B-203, MAJOR DHYAN CHAND NAGAR, DELHI ROAD, MEERUT, U.P.
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since :01/05/2016
DELHI
ACCESSORIES FOR USED IN HAND PUMP, SUMMER SEBLE & TUBALES, ACCESSORIES AND PARTS FOR USED IN WATER SUPPLY & SANITARY FITTING .
3455557  12/01/2017
ASHISH NARANG
219 MOHIT NAGAR, LANE-7, P.O. NEW FOREST, DEHARDUN-248006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXPORT
R-1, NO. 401-402, PARK VIEW APARTMENTS HAUZ KHAS ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI 110016
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
ANITA DEVI HIRAN
NO-178, 4TH EAST CROSS STREET, ANNA NAGAR, GANDHI NAGAR (MA), MADURAI -625020, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SARAVNAN DAKSHINAMURTHY, ADVOCATE
NO.11 A, MUTHALAMMAN KOIL STREET, SELAIYUR, CHENNAI - 600 073, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
intebus

3455926  10/01/2017
KYLAND TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room 901, Floor 8-12, Building No.2, Shixing Avenue 30#, Shijingshan District, Beijing, 100144, China
Traders and Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Lighting apparatus and installations; standard lamps; installations for processing nuclear fuel and nuclear moderating material; air filtering installations; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; lighting apparatus for vehicles; germicidal lamps for purifying air; cooling installations and machines; air conditioning apparatus; disinfectant apparatus; light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles
POORVGANGA
3456148  12/01/2017
PRINS POLYTECH PVT. LTD.
trading as; PRINS POLYTECH PVT. LTD.
G1-881 & G1-882, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BORANADA IVTH PHASE, JODHPUR-342012 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since: 24/05/2013

AHMEDABAD
MOULDED WATER STORAGE TANKS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
PRANHITA

3456149  12/01/2017
PRINS POLYTECH PVT. LTD.
trading as ;PRINS POLYTECH PVT. LTD.
G1-881 & G1-882, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BORANADA IVTH PHASE, JODHPUR-342012 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :24/05/2013

AHMEDABAD
MOULDED WATER STORAGE TANKS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
3456553  13/01/2017
SHREEKANTH.G.H  trading as : KAYAKA SOLAR SYSTEMS
NO.34/5, 2ND CROSS, BALAGANGADARANAGAR, KENGUNTE,NEAR DR.AMBEDEKAR COLLEGE, NAGARBHAVI, BANGALORE-56
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS  SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :01/10/2014
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR SOLAR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING AND COOKING AND WATER PURIFIER SYSTEM AND SPARE PARTS.
RUDRA NARAYAN SENAPATI AND TUSHAR KANTA MOHAPATRA
Rudra Narayan Senapati
Tushar Kanta Mohapatra
trading as: JAINIL
Plot No - 461/1637, Prusty Bagicha, Darakhapatna, Cuttack - 753013, Orissa
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING,
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, BURNERS, BOILERS AND HEATERS, FOOD AND BEVERAGE COOKING,
HEATING, COOLING AND TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, BREAD-MAKING MACHINES, BAKERS’ OVENS, WATER
PURIFICATION, DESALINATION AND CONDITIONING INSTALLATIONS
3457794  16/01/2017
MAHADEV SHANKAR HINGMIRE
GAT NO.225, PLOT NO.56, KANANWADI ROAD, NEAR DARGA, SAVLI, KUPWAD MIDC, KUPWAD 416 436, TAL. MIRAJ, DIST. SANGLI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VERONICA CONSULTANTS
Plot no-23, Unit no-2, Gananjay Society, Kothrud, Pune-411038
Used Since : 12/01/2017

MUMBAI
LIGHTS (FLOOD LIGHTS, LED STREET LIGHTS, PANEL LIGHTS)
STRENER

3458008    13/01/2017
EMERSOL ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT-19, NEAR TVS CROSS, PEENYA 1ST STAGE, PEENYA INSUSTRIAL AREA, BANGALORE-560058

Goods

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMA K
IBHA IP SOLUTIONS, # 165, 10th Cross, 1st Block, BEL Layout, Vidyaranyapura, Bangalore-560 097, Karnataka

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purpose
VERKA
3458066  16/01/2017
THE PUNJAB STATE COOPERATIVE MILK PRODUCER'S FEDERATION LTD
S.C.O. NO.-153-54-55, SECTOR-34A, CHANDIGARH
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A FEDERATION REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS/RULES OF THE PUNJAB COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT, 1961
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
OPPLE LIGHTING CO., LTD.
RM.411, BUILDING 1, No.6111, LONGDONG AVENUE, PUDONG NEW DISTRICT, SHANGHAI, CHINA

A company duly organized and existing under the laws of CHINA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

To be associated with:
1455674

DELHI
Light bulbs; Light bulbs, electric; Electric lamps; Lamps; Lamp casings; Lamp glasses; Discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; Sockets for electric lights; Lighting apparatus and installations; Chandeliers; Safety lamps; Light diffusers; Street lamps; Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; Fluorescent lamp tube; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Luminous tubes for lighting; Lamp shades; Lampshade holders; Ceiling lights; Miners' Lamps; Lanterns for lighting; Electrical water heater; Refrigerating appliances and installations; Fans [air-conditioning]; Ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; Air purifying apparatus and machines; Ventilating exhaust fans; Air conditioning installations; Heating apparatus, electric; Heating installations; Heaters for baths; Water purification installations; Pocket warmers; Radiators, electric; Gas lighters; Solar thermal collectors[heating]; Bath fittings; Pocket searchlights; Pocket torches, electric
CHALLENGER

1729481  09/09/2008
JK TYRE & INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as ; JK TYRE & INDUSTRIES LIMITED
7 COUNCIL HOUSE STREET, KOLKATA 700001.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHD WASAY KHAN, ADVOCATE
304, SECTOR 15 A, NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR, U.P 201301
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
TYRES, TUBES AND TREADS FOR LAND VEHICLES
1909651     18/01/2010
BHAGWANT CYCLES TRADERS
397/495 AHLUWALIA STRET MILLER GANJ LUDHIANA
MERCHANTS & SUPPLIERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LUDHIANA TRADE MARK CO.
1ST FLOOR, SATLAJ TOWER, CEMETARY ROAD, FOUNTAIN CHOWK, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA.
Used Since :09/04/1991

DELHI
CYCLE & CYCLE PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 TO BE USED ALL OVER INDIA EXCEPT THE STATE OF UTTAR PRADESH & UNION TERRITORY OF DELHI.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
1934344  11/03/2010
SAFARI BIKES LTD.
trading as SAFARI BIKES LTD.
E-650, PHASE- V, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA -141 010
GOODS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. K. DHINGRA, ADVOCATE.
39, G. T. ROAD, MILLER GANJ, LUDHIANA - 141 003.
Used Since :01/01/1995
DELHI
CYCLES, PARTS OF CYCLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF.
K-SERIES
1967774  19/05/2010
KANTA KASHYAP
trading as ;KASHYAP AUTO PARTS
1439/23, NAIWALAN KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 5
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
9 MX NINEMX
2016054  30/08/2010
SUNIL KUMAR GUPTA
NEERAJ KUMAR GUPTA
ASHWANI KHURANA
trading as ;NINEX MOTORCYCLE XPART
1577/30, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, DELHI - 110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES AND AUTO ACCESSORIES
2078374 31/12/2010

SAGAR KUMAR KHEMKA trading as ;KERBS IMPEX
4344/44/59 BASEMENT NEAR POLICE BPPTH NO-7 PADAM SINGH ROAD REGAR PUR NEW DELHI-05
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH MADHUKAR
49 RANI JHANSHI ROAD JHANDEWALAN NEW DELHI-110055

Used Since :16/12/2010

DELHI
ANTI-THEFT ALARMS FOR VEHICLES, ANTI-THEFT DEVICES FOR VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILE HOODS, BANDS FOR WHEEL HUBS, VECHILE BUMPERS & CARRIERS, COVERS FOR BABY CARRIAGES, COVERS FOR VEHICLE, STEERING WHEELS AND SEAT COVERS, DIRECTION SIGNALS FOR VEHICLES, GOLF CARTS, HEAD-RESTS FOR VEHICLE SEATS, LUGGAGE NETS, MUDGUARDS, REVERSING ALARMS FOR VEHICLES, RIMS FOR VEHICLE WHEELS, SAFETY BELTS FOR VEHICLE SEATS, SAFETY SEATS FOR CHILDREN, SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR AUTOMOBILES, BRAKE SHOES & TIRES FOR VEHICLE WHEELS, VEHICLE WHEEL RIMS, ANTI-GLARE DEVICES FOR VEHICLES, WHEEL RIM, WINDSCREEN WIPERS, WINDSHEilds"
IRONHEAD

2145426   18/05/2011

DYNAMIC TIRE CORP.

trading as ;Dynamic Tire Corp.

Dynamic Tire Corp. 155 Delta Park, Boulevard, Brampton,L6T 5M8,ONTARIO, Canada

Manufacture and distributor

Body incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BRAIN LEAGUE IP COUNSELS

#40,2nd Floor,3rd Main Road,JC Industrial Estate,Kanakpura Road, Bangalore 560062

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Tires and tire related products all included in class 12.
2190534    12/08/2011
GOLDSUN ASSOCIATES ENGINEERING PVT LTD
trading as ;GOLDSUN ASSOCIATES ENGINEERING PVT LTD
OLD NO.23-C, NEW NO.81, KAVERI STREET, KHAMADHENU NAGAR, AVARAMPALAYAM, COIMBATORE-641006.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VE RAS FIRM
103 (OLD NO. 54), SANTHOME HIGH ROAD, FORESHORE ESTATE, CHENNAI - 600 028.
Used Since :20/07/1993

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING / MARKETING AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES.
2262127  05/01/2012
AUSTIN ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED
101, G.I.D.C., Estate, Vadal Road, Junagadh -362003
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Used Since :31/07/1973
AHMEDABAD
BEARINGS FOR USE IN AUTOMOBILES INCLUDED IN CLASS-12.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017

Class 12

2337735  25/05/2012
TULSIDAS KHIMJI PVT. LTD.
46, VEER NARIMAN ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2337733

MUMBAI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2476782   12/02/2013
PARESHBHAI M. BALDHA
trading as ;MARUTI AUTO SALES
336 JIMMY TOWER, 3RD FLOOR, GONDAL ROAD, OPP.SWAMINARAYAN GURUKUL, RAJKOT 360 002. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESSAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AUTO COMPONENTS AND ENGINE FOR MOTOR BIKE PARTS AND FITTINGS, FOUR STROKE ENGINES PARTS AND FITTINGS, TWO WHEELERS, THREE WHEELER, FOUR WHEELER PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-12.
HERO MOTOCORP LTD.
34 BasantLok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi - 110 057
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Motor cycles, scooters, motor land vehicles including parts, fittings and accessories falling in class 12.
2606683    03/10/2013
HERO MOTOCORP LTD.
34 BasantLok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi - 110 057
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Motor cycles, scooters, motor land vehicles including parts, fittings and accessories falling in class 12.
Kragos

2608854  08/10/2013

SOLIDITE INDUSTRIAL TYRES AND SYSTEMS PVT. LTD
trading as SOLIDITE INDUSTRIAL TYRES AND SYSTEMS PVT. LTD
28 SNS CHAMBERS 239 SANKEY ROAD, SADASHIVNAGAR BANGALORE- 560 080 INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
INDUSTRIAL TYRES.
BLACK MAGIC
2610172  10/10/2013
MIDNAPORE TYRE RETREADERS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MIDNAPORE TYRE RETREADERS PVT. LTD.
B-24, PHASE-III, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA-141010 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/08/2010
DELHI
Parts & Fittings including Tyres & Tubes for use in Bicycle.
2610581    10/10/2013
GAURAV SURI
7 ARAJIYAT LAL TALAB BULANDSHAHR UP
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :22/02/2013

DELHI
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES. RICKSHAW PARTS. FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES THERE OF INCLUDING TYRE, TUBE, CHAIN, RIM, GOLI, AUTO PARTS USE FOR MOTOR LAND VEHICLE AS PER CLASS-12.
2611226   11/10/2013
TRENDY INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LIMITED
Unit C 17/F, Silvercorp Intl Tower, 713 Nathan Road, KL, Hong Kong,
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF HONG KONG
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VEHICLES FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR, WATER OR RAIL; CARS; PROPULSION MECHANISMS FOR LAND
VEHICLES; AUTOMOBILE WHEELS; BICYCLES; BICYCLE PUMPS; AERIAL CONVEYORS; SACK BARROWS; SLEIGHS
[VEHICLES]; PNEUMATIC TIRES [TYRES]; REPAIR OUTFITS FOR INNER TUBES; AUTOMOBILE TIRES [TYRES]; AIR
VEHICLES; BOATS; ANTI-THEFT ALARMS FOR VEHICLES
AMAN GOEL
trading as : ECO INTERNATIONAL
WZ-25, BHAGWAN DASS NAGAR EXTN, EAST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI-110026
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 01/04/2013
DELHI
ELECTRIC RICKSHAWS & ELECTRIC VEHICLES
DS GROUP

2611988   14/10/2013
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT.LTD
A-48/46 SEC-2 NOIDA 201301 U.P
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/2003

DELHI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
2612024    14/10/2013
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT.LTD
A-85/86 SEC-2 NOIDA 201301 U.P
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/2003
To be associated with:
2611946, 2611988
DELHI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
BEO GOLD
2614974  21/10/2013
MR PREM GUPTA
trading as :BANSAL AUTO CENTRE
1164/7, HARI SINGH NALWA STREET, NAI WALAN KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D-MARK REGISTRATION CO.
4675/21, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI - 110 002.
Used Since :01/04/2001
DELHI
SCOOTER & AUTO RICKSHAW SPARE PARTS.
2617395    24/10/2013
MR. DURVESH KUMAR
trading as : SHIV ENTERPRISES
MCF-102, RAO COLONY, BALLABGARH-121004, FARIDABAD
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since : 01/04/2010

DELI

VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER.
2621629   31/10/2013
RAVI KUMAR
trading as ;LAXMI ENTERPRISES
JALSA, NEAR DRAUPADI APARTMENT, PAHARI TOLA, BANO MANZIL ROAD, RANCHI-834001 (JHARKHAND)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/04/2010
KOLKATA
Parts & Fittings for use in Bicycles, Autos, Tractors & Motor Land Vehicles including Tyres & Tubes.
RAVI KUMAR
trading as ;LAXMI ENTERPRISES
JALSA, NEAR DRAUPADI APARTMENT, PAHARI TOLA, BANO MANZIL ROAD, RANCHI-834001 (JHARKHAND)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/04/2010
KOLKATA
Parts & Fittings for use in Bicycle, Autos, Tractors & Motor Land Vehicles including Tyres & Tubes.
2622001  31/10/2013
MG AUTOMOTIVES PVT LTD
I/A CHANDRIKA, PLOT NO 69, PESTOM SAGAR ROAD NO 2, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400089
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :04/01/2011
MUMBAI
AUTOMOBILES, AUTOMOBILE BODIES, AUTOMOBILE CHASSIS, AUTOMOBILE HOOD, ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES,
MOTOR BUSES, MOTOR COACHES, OMNIBUSES, BUSES, VEHICLE SEATS
2622002 31/10/2013
MG AUTOMOTIVES PVT LTD
1/A CHANDRIKA, PLOT NO 69, PESTOM SAGAR ROAD NO 2, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400089
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :04/01/2011
MUMBAI
AUTOMOBILES, AUTOMOBILE BODIES, AUTOMOBILE CHASSIS, AUTOMOBILE HOOD, ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES, MOTOR BUSES, MOTOR COACHES, OMNIBUSES, BUSES, VEHICLE SEATS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2622001
2622013 31/10/2013
MG AUTOMOTIVES PVT LTD
1/A CHANDRIKA, PLOT NO 69, PESTOM SAGAR ROAD NO 2, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400089
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Used Since: 05/07/2009

To be associated with:
1622629

MUMBAI

AUTOMOBILES, AUTOMOBILE BODIES, AUTOMOBILE CHASSIS, AUTOMOBILE HOOD, ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES, MOTOR BUSES, MOTOR COACHES, OMNIBUSES, BUSES, VEHICLE SEATS AUTOMOBILES, AUTOMOBILE BODIES, AUTOMOBILE CHASSIS, AUTOMOBILE HOOD, ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES, MOTOR BUSES, MOTOR COACHES, OMNIBUSES, BUSES, VEHICLE SEATS
2625523 11/11/2013
GAURAV JAIN
C-18, PREET VIHAR, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-110092
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since : 30/10/2013
DELHI
AUTOS, VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS-12
2625934 12/11/2013
LA BICYCLE (THAILAND) CO., LTD
58 MOO 2 TAMBOL OAM-YAI AMPHUR SAMPRAN NAKORNPATHOM PROVINCE 73160 THAILAND
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THAILAND
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMITABHA SEN & CO.
SUITE 601- F, 5 HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
"BICYCLES AND THEIR SPARE PARTS"
NSURE GROUP

2626196   12/11/2013

MS. SHEFALI MUNJAL
1-A, Friends Colony (West), New Delhi-110065

Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Vehicles, Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, Aircrafts, Ships, Boats, Bus, Trucks, Cars, Motorcycles, Bikes, Scooters, Mopeds and Cycles, Tractors, Trailers, Trolleys, Tyres, Tubes, Flats, Parts, fittings and accessories thereof.
DELIGHT

2816190   22/09/2014

KAWAL BIR SINGH BHATIA
123/415B, Garunanak Auto Market, Pratap Ganj, Kanpur - 208012
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :04/09/2014

DELHI
Brake shoe
2911658 27/02/2015
EASTMAN AUTO & POWER LTD.
PLOT NO 572 UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE-V GURGAON 122016 HARYANA
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIAN LEGAL CONSULTANTS
A2A/214 SECOND FLOOR JANAKPURI NEW DELHI 58

Used Since: 16/01/2014

DELHI
MATERIALS FOR LINING CAR INTERIORS, REAR CAR WINDOWS, REFRIGERATOR CARS, RETRACTABLE CURTAINS FOR GOODS CARRYING VEHICLES, ROOF TOP CARRIERS FOR VEHICLES, MOTOR CARS CAR SUN BLINDS, BABY CARRIAGES CARS, ANTI-INTRUSION APPARATUS FOR MOTOR CARS, ALARM SYSTEMS FOR CARS, HEAD REST TFT, TFT, STAND, PARKING SENSORS, CAR INVERTERS, FILM VIZIERS, ALLOY WHEELS AND CARS ACCESSORIES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784 , 13/02/2017 Class 12

2911661 27/02/2015
EASTMAN AUTO & POWER LTD.
PLOT NO 572 UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE-V GURGAON 122016 HARYANA
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIAN LEGAL CONSULTANTS
A2A/214 SECOND FLOOR JANAKPURI NEW DELHI 58

Used Since: 16/01/2014

DELHI
MATERIALS FOR LINING CAR INTERIORS, REAR CAR WINDOWS, REFRIGERATOR CARS, RETRACTABLE CURTAINS FOR GOODS CARRYING VEHICLES, ROOF TOP CARRIERS FOR VEHICLES, MOTOR CARS CAR SUN BLINDS, BABY CARRIAGES CARS, ANTI-INTRUSION APPARATUS FOR MOTOR CARS, ALARM SYSTEMS FOR CARS, HEAD REST TFT, TFT, STAND, PARKING SENSORS, CAR INVERTERS, FILM VIZIERS, ALLOY WHEELS AND CARS ACCESSORIES
2916455  04/03/2015
HUANG, TAI CHUN
3F., No. 1325, Zhongzheng Rd., Taoyuan Dist., Taoyuan City 33071, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Manufacturer, trader and exporter.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :15/05/2014

KOLKATA
Vehicle wheel rims ; vehicle wheels ; bicycle rims ; cycle rims ; rims for vehicle wheels ; rims for wheels of bicycles, cycles.
SUZUKI MOTOR CORPORATION
300, TAKATSUKA-CHO, MINAMI-KU, HAMAMATSU-SHI, SHIZUOKA-KEN, JAPAN
Manufacturers & Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Used Since :14/06/1984
To be associated with:
516092
DELHI
AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES, PARTS & FITTINGS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
3058092  17/09/2015
LE LTD.
trading as ;LE LTD.
SERTUS CHAMBERS, P.O. BOX 2547, CASSIA COURT, CAMANA BAY, GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS
Merchants & Manufacturers
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of Cayman Islands
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sports cars; tricycles; baby carriages; upholstery for vehicles; remote control vehicles, other than toys; motors for land vehicles; automobile wheel hubs; rearview mirrors; safety seats for children, for vehicles; air vehicles; direction indicators for bicycles; audible warning systems for cycles; steering wheels for vehicles.
LESHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION

3058099  17/09/2015

ROOM 6184, 6TH FLOOR, BUILDING 19, NO.68 XUEYUAN SOUTH RD, HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Merchants & Manufacturers

a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People's Republic of China

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cycle cars; electric vehicles; sports cars; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; motorcycles; bicycles; tricycles; baby carriages; vehicle wheel tires (tyres); upholstery for vehicles; remote control vehicles, other than toys; motors for land vehicles; automobile wheel hubs; rearview mirrors; safety seats for children, for vehicles; air vehicles; direction indicators for bicycles; audible warning systems for cycles; steering wheels for vehicles
3170573   28/01/2016
KACH MOTORS PVT. LTD
trading as; KACH MOTORS PVT. LTD
318, RAFAEL TOWER, 8/2, OLD PALASIA INDORE – 452018 M.P. INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTA
1314 DWARKAPURI ROAD 60 FEET ROAD INDORE
Used Since: 01/08/1995
MUMBAI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND AND ALL INCLUDING IN CLASS 12
3182013  10/02/2016
MR. GAGANDEEP SINGH
trading as : AQUARIUS AUTOMOBILES
H. No. 277, Street No. 3, Shaheed Baba Deep Singh Nagar, Dhandran Road, Dugri, Ludhiana. (Pb.)
Merchant & Manufacturers
proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since : 04/02/2016
DELHI
Auto Components.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784 , 13/02/2017  Class 12

3188957  17/02/2016
BROTHERS IMPEX INDIA
AMARJEET SINGH
PALVINDER SINGH
trading as ;BROTHERS IMPEX INDIA
1274/7, ST. NO-4, SHIMLAPURI, LUDHIANA (PB.)
Merchants & Manufacturers
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :27/06/2014
DELHI
Parts & Fittings for use in Autos, Tractors & Motor land Vehicles including Tyres & Tubes.
3313016   18/07/2016
MR.KARTIK MALHOTRA & MR.RACHIT MALHOTRA
trading as ;M/S. Kay dee Industries
KHASRA NO.9/25, 1ST FLOOR, SINGHU VILLAGE, NEAR JAGAR RICE MILL, SINGHU BORDER, DELHI - 110 040
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
TIE ROD END, TRAC CONTROL ARMS, SUSPENSION PARTS & STEERING END, BRAKE BLOCKS, PADS, LININGS, RUBBERS SHOES AND SEGMENTS FOR LAND VEHICLES, RUBBER PARTS, OIL SEAL, BALL JOINT, TIE ROD ASSY, DRAG LINK ASSY, TRACK CONTROL ARM, FRONT WHEEL BEARINGS AND HUBS, UNIVERSAL JOINT CROSS, DISC ROOTER, DISC WHEEL AXLE FOR VEHICLES WHEELS, CLUTCH PLATES, CLUTCH WIRES & PRESSURE PLATES, BUSHING KIT, SHOCKER KIT, ENGINE MOUNTING AND PARTS, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS – 12.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
BluEarth-Es
3318451   25/07/2016
THE YOKOHAMA RUBBER CO., LTD.
36-11, 5-chome Shimbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Manufacturers
A Japanese corporation
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Automobiles and their parts and fittings; tires; tires for automobiles; inner tubes for automobile tires; wheels for automobiles; wheels for vehicles; tires liners; automobiles and theirs parts as breaks, gears, suspensions, transmissions
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017  Class 12

3336478  14/08/2016
M/S KABMAX ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES PVT. LTD. (DIRECTOR) MR. RAHUL SINGH, MRS. RACHNA PUNDIR.
trading as ;M/S KABMAX ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES PVT. LTD.
K-57, KARPURI PURAM, GHAZIABAD-(U.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO-9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :10/04/2014
DELHI
AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND FITTINGS, E RIKSHA AND PARTS IN CLASS-12
SARVSUDHA

3370138   22/09/2016

VISHNU GAUR

trading as ;VISHNU GAUR

" Ratandeep ", Panchratan Complex , Rana Rajsingh Colony , Bhilwara Road , Kankroli , Rajsamand ( Rajsthan ) Pin - 313324 , India

Manufacturer and Merchants

Indian Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water , two and four wheelers and their auto parts and accessories .
3412117  18/11/2016
EMMBROS AUTOCOMP LTD.
VILLAGE KATHA BADDI DISTRICT SOLAN, HIMACHAL PRADESH
MANUFACTURING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUV MALHOTRA
H.NO-3268,SECTOR-21-D CHANDIGARH -160022
Used Since :05/10/2012

DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF GOODS CONSISTING OF AXIE SHAFTS, ALL KIND OF AUTOMOTIVES AND TRACTOR SPARE PARTS COVERED UNDER CLASS 12.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784 , 13/02/2017 Class 12

3415886 22/11/2016
J.K.FENNER (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as : J.K.FENNER (INDIA) LIMITED
3, MADURAI - MELLAKKAL ROAD, KOCHADAI, MADURAI - 625 001, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
SUITE 305, DELTA WING RAHEJA TOWERS # 177 ANNA SALAI CHENNAI-600002

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TRANSMISSION COUPLINGS AND BELTING FOR LAND VEHICLES
3432899    14/12/2016
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006
To be associated with:
3432042
MUMBAI
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water
3438460  22/12/2016
JAGDEEP SINGH
203, IIIRD FLOOR, CHANDER VIHAR, I.P. EXTENSION, DELHI-110092
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARTI NIGAM
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38 VEER SAVARKAR BLOCK DELHI-92
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
AUTOMOBILE PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES, LICENSE FRAME, LICENSE COVER, LICENSE PLATE FRAME,
NUMBER PLATE FRAME, VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER
3438518 22/12/2016
AWFIS SPACE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
3/30, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110008
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMBAR QAMARUDDIN
120 LAWYERS CHAMBERS SUPREME COURT COMPOUND NEW DLHI-01
Used Since :01/10/2016
To be associated with:
2959482, 2959494
DELHI
VEHICLES, MOTORLAND VEHICLES, UTILITY VEHICLES, VEHICLES CONVERTED TO OF AND USED AS MOBILE OFFICES, MOBILE WORKSPACE, CONFERENCE ROOM APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER AS FALLING IN CLASS 12.
3444242  29/12/2016
SH. YASH PAL CHADHA
trading as ;ARISTO AUTO INDUSTRIES
1/508, GANDA NALA BAZAR, KASMERE GATE, DELHI-110006.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MEHRA TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7
Used Since :01/04/1995
DELHI
TIE ROD ENDS, U.J.CROSS, AUTOMOBILE NUT-BOLTS AND AUTOMOBILE PARTS, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS -12.
3446140  31/12/2016
M/S. BUBBLEFLY TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
D-103, 1ST FLOOR, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3448608  04/01/2017
VIMAL KAPOOR
Y-40B, 2ND FLOOR, HUAZ KHAS, NEW DELHI-110016.
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER

Proposed to be Used
DELI
TWO WHEELER SPARE PARTS, LUBRICANTS, PLASTICS COMPONENTS & OTHER ALLIED ACCESSORIES.
3448814
03/01/2017
LIVIA POLYMER BOTTLES PVT. LTD.
MANDAIYUR SALAI, MANDAIYUR, PUDUKKOTTAI DISTRICT-622 515, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3448814
CHENNAI
SPORTS BICYCLES; SPORTS CARS; VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER
3448995  04/01/2017
G.MEGANATHAN
trading as :MEGHANZ
NO.04/101, THIRU.VI.KA STREET, KIZH PADAPPAL, PADAPPAL -601301, KANCHIPURAM DST. TAMIL NADU,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROGETT CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
14/14,2ND FLOOR,NARASINGAPURAM,1ST STREET,MA DUVANKARAI,GUI NDY,CHENNAI-600032
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALL KIND OF VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER
3450973    06/01/2017
KAMAL GAUR
JINTENDER SINGH
trading as :J & K E-COMMERCE SERVICES
M-74, 2ND FLOOR, STREET NO.-5, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110052
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :02/01/2017
DELHI
VEHICLE, APPARATUS OF LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR & WATER.
3451822   06/01/2017
JEET DIESEL ENGINEERING
trading as :Jeet Diesel Engineering
Plot no. 1, Near Water Tank Transport Nagar, Rewa, Madhya Pradesh
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULASTYA LEGAL SERVICES LLP
C-111, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Hydraulic circuits and cylinders for vehicles; Axles for vehicles; Undercarriages for vehicles and structural parts therefor; Brake cylinders for vehicles
3451879    06/01/2017
ALMECH AUTO KORP
BIKRAM SINGH
HARJEET SINGH NARULA
VED PRAKASH KAUSHIK
trading as :ALMECH AUTO KORP
E-393, SECTOR-5, DSIDC INDL. AREA, BAWANA, NEW DELHI-110039
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/12/2016
DELHI
BICYCLE TYRE, VEHICLE TYRE, WINDSHIELDS, VEHICLE WINDSHIELDS, CONVERTERS (TORQUE) FOR LAND VEHICLES,
caps for wheel rings, armrest for automobile seats, gear box for land vehicles, vehicle parts,
electrically powered land vehicle, electrically powered motor vehicle.
3455860   11/01/2017
MOHIT SHARMA S/O LATE SHRI LAL CHAND SHARMA
trading as ;Mohit Sharma S/o Late Shri Lal Chand Sharma
B-288, Hari Nagar, Clock Tower, Maya Puri S.O., South West Delhi, New Delhi-64, (India)
Manufacturing & Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,099980034747

Used Since :29/12/2016

DELHI
Anti theft Alarm, Axle, Bodies, Brake lining, Brake shoe, Brake, Clips(Spoke-),Seat cover, Horn, Seat, Shock absorbers for automobiles, Suspension spring, Wheel rim, Wheel tyre, Brake disc, Steering brake, Bumpers for automobiles, Carriers (Luggage-)for vehicles, Chases (Automobiles-) ,Clutches, Doors for vehicles, Gear boxes, Mirrors(Rearview-), Mudguards, Saddle covers for motorcycle, Safety belts, Windscreen wipers
3455922  10/01/2017
KYLAND TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room 901, Floor 8-12, Building No.2, Shixing Avenue 30#, Shijingshan District, Beijing, 100144, China
Manufacturers & Traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; electric vehicles; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; electric tricycle; aircraft; water vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; funiculars
3456311   11/01/2017
ATUL JAIN, PROPRIETOR OF
trading as :M/S VISHAL AGRO KENDRA,
3691/14 GUPTA TRACTOR MARKET, MORI GATE DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
TRACTOR PARTS
URBAN TREE

3457120  12/01/2017

URBAN TREE INFRASTRUCTURES PRIVATE LIMITED.
NO. 86, 6TH FLOOR, GOOD SHEPHERD SQUARE, KODAMBakkAM HIGH ROAD, NUNGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI-600 034, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER.
B.S. RANE GROUP

3457474   13/01/2017

BHIVA SHANKAR RANE

trading as ;Bhiva Shankar Rane

GAT NO.52, DEHU-ALANDI ROAD, TALAWADE, PUNE- 412114, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Indian National

Address for service in India/Angents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

VEHICLES; AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND FITTINGS; BRAKES FOR ROAD VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF; FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR VEHICLES; TRACTORS, PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF; AGRICULTURAL VEHICLES; ANTI-THEFT DEVICES FOR VEHICLES; CARRIERS FOR VEHICLES; TYRES; CASINGS FOR PNEUMATIC TYRES; CLUTCHES; CONVERTERS; CRANK CASES; DIRECTION SIGNAL FOR VEHICLES; VEHICLE DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS; ELEVATING TAILGATES; GEAR BOX; HEADRESTS; REAR VIEW MIRRORS; MUDGUARDS; REDUCTION GEARS; SHOCK ABSORBERS; STEERING WHEEL; SPRINGS; TRANSMISSION CHAINS; ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES.
GURLEEN

3458043  13/01/2017
RUPINDER KAUR
trading as ;GURLEEN INTERNATIONAL
RAMGARH ROAD, NEAR H.P. GAS GODOWN, SAHNEWAL, DISTT. LUDHIANA-141120 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/12/2013

DELHI

Bicycles & its Parts; Auto Parts included in Class-12.
GURLEEN INTERNATIONAL
3458044   13/01/2017
RUPINDER KAUR
trading as ;GURLEEN INTERNATIONAL
RAMGARH ROAD, NEAR H.P. GAS GODEOWN, SAHNEWAL, DISTT. LUDHIANA-141120 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/12/2013
To be associated with:
3458043
DELHI
Bicycles & its Parts; Auto Parts included in Class-12.
3458153  13/01/2017
SUBHASHBHAI S. SANARIYA
KANTILAL R. JETPARIA
SAROJBEN K. JETPARIA
VIVEKBHAI K. JETPARIA
trading as ;M/S. SLOGAN CERAMIC
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, AT : LALPAR, MORBI-363642, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF VEHICLES, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER INCLUDED CLASS - 12
PCHALK

3459866  17/01/2017
BHAGIRATH KUMAR
trading as ;PCHALK
GALI NO. 13, WAZIRABAD VILLAGE, DELHI 110084
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI
Vehicle bumpers, wheels, propellers; Vehicle bodies seats, windows, hoods, dashboards, spoilers, tyres, windshields, brake disks, mudguards, cup holders, drink holders, wheel hubs, seat covers, wheel rims, suspensions, running boards, tow bars, Ashtrays, Upholstery, Horns, Airbags for vehicles; Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water
ECOCELL
Priority claimed from 30/11/2010; Application No. : 830802215 ;Brazil
2150551    26/05/2011
COMPANHIA NITRO QUIMICA BRASILEIRA
AV. DR. JOSE ARTUR NOVA, 951,SAO MIGUEL PAULISTA SAO PAULO SP BRAZIL
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A BRAZILIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
NITROCELLULOSE
2543133 04/06/2013
HMA AGRO INDUSTRIES LTD
2/220, 2nd FLOOR, GLORY PLAZA, OPP. SURSADAN, M.G.ROAD, AGRA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIRE WORKS
2610063  09/10/2013
PRANAMI BUILDERS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;PRANAMI BUILDERS PRIVATE LIMITED
201,2ND FLOOR,H.P. CHAMBERS,KUTCHERY ROAD,RANCHI-834001,JHARKHAND
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
an Indian Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :31/03/2005

KOLKATA
Ammunition; Machine Guns; Revolvers; Rifles; Pistols (Arms); Artillery Guns (Cannons); Guns (Weapons); Hand
Grenades; Mortars (Firearms); Projectiles (Weapons); Ballistic Missiles; Torpedos; Tanks (Weapons); Rocket Launchers;
Firearms; Pyrotechnic Products; Firecrackers, Fireworks; Explosives; Dynamite; Detonators; Mines (Explosives); Shells
(Projectiles); Cannons; Carbines; Cartridges; Tear-Gas Weapons; Sprays for Personal Defense Purposes.
2610113   09/10/2013

SAIFUDDIN NOORANI

trading as ;M/s. SAFARI ARMS
A/6, RUNWAL REGENCY, SADHU VASWANI CHOWK, PUNE - 411 001
DEALERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :16/11/1998

MUMBAI

Arms and ammunition
2612025  14/10/2013
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT.LTD
A-85/86 SEC-2 NOIDA 201301 U.P
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 01/01/2003
To be associated with:
2611947, 2611989
DELHI
FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIRE WORKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 13.
SARVSUDHA
3370139  22/09/2016
VISHNU GAUR
trading as ;VISHNU GAUR
" Ratandeep ", Panchratan Complex, Rana Rajsingh Colony, Bhilwara Road, Kankroli, Rajsamand (Rajasthan) Pin - 313324, India
Manufacturer and Merchants
Indian Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Firearms, ammunition and projectiles, explosives & fireworks.
3387900  15/10/2016
GOCL CORPORATION LIMITED
Kukatpally, Post Box No. 1, Sanath Nagar(IE), Hyderabad – 500018, Andhra Pradesh
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :12/10/2015
To be associated with:
3387900
CHENNAI
Manufacturing of detonators, Explosives, Detonating Accessories
RAJENDRA JAIRAM BHOIR
trading as ;POURNIMA INDUSTRIES
GALA NO. B-14, APURVA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, N. H. NO. 03, MANAS MANDIR ROAD, ASANGAON (WEST), THANE - 421601, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER, TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :06/01/2014
MUMBAI
FIRE WORKS, EXPLOSIVES, FIREARMS, AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES INCLUDED IN CLASS 13
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
HON HAI PRECISION INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
NO. 2 TZU YU STREET, TU-CHENG CITY, TAIPEI HSIEN, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
Manufacturers and traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Firearms; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; fireworks.
URBAN TREE

3457121  12/01/2017

URBAN TREE INFRASTRUCTURES PRIVATE LIMITED.
NO. 86, 6TH FLOOR, GOOD SHEPHERD SQUARE, KODAMBakkAM HIGH ROAD, NUNGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI-600 034, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIREWORKS.
VERKA

3458068  16/01/2017
THE PUNJAB STATE COOPERATIVE MILK PRODUCER'S FEDERATION LTD
S.C.O. NO.-153-54-55, SECTOR-34A, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A FEDERATION REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS/RULES OF THE PUNJAB COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT, 1961
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIRE WORKS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 13.
1469030  11/07/2006
HEARTS ON FIRE COMPANY, LLC
99 SUMMER STREET, 4TH FLOOR, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTES: 02110, U.S.A
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A limited liability company of Massachusetts
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL & SETHI
M-19 A, N.D.S.E. - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
JEWELRY AND GEMSTONES
1602267  03/09/2007
EUROSTAR DIAMOND TRADERS
trading as ;EUROSTAR DIAMOND TRADERS
HOVENIERSSTRAAT 53,B-2018 ANTWERPEN,BELGIUM.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT/TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.
Used Since :01/01/2005
KOLKATA
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS MADE THEREOF OR COATED THEREWITH; JEWELLERY A. O. RINGS, BROOCHES, EARRINGS, CHAINS, BRACELETS, WATCHES (MADE OF UNPRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS ) AND OTHER ORNAMENTS; JEWELLERY; PRECIOUS STONES; WATCHES AND OTHER MEASURING INSTRUMENTS; DIAMONDS, FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES;
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..
HUNAR
2011802  20/08/2010
SYNERGY MERCANTILE PVT. LTD.
81, AVTAR ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.
Used Since :15/08/2008

DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
B D KHANNA

2015527  30/08/2010

B D KHANNA ESTATES PVT. LTD.
1A VANDHANA ,11 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001

SERVICE PROVIDER

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT.1956

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATD THEREWITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
2183425 01/08/2011
RL JEWELS PVT. LTD.
169, JOHARI BAZAR, JALGAON, 425 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. G. MAHAJAN & CO.
PLOT NO. 25, SADASHIV NAGAR, GOVIND NIWAS, MEHRUN ROAD, JALGAON 425 003, DIST-JALGAON, M. S.
Used Since: 30/06/2009
MUMBAI
GOLD AND SILVER JEWELLERY, IMITATION JEWELLERY, CASTED JEWELLERY PRECIOUS METALS, GOODS MADE IN PRECIOUS AND NON-PRECIOUS METALS, OR COATED OR PLATED OR C1ADED THEREWITH, DIAMONDS, PEARLS, KUNDAN, SAPPHIRES, RUBIES PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, ARTIFICIAL STONES, GOLD JEWELLERY STUDDED WITH DIAMONDS, SYNTHETIC IMITATION STONES BEING THE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
2205516    14/09/2011
ROSE JEWELRY CO LTD
trading as : Rose
11/3, MOO9, RAMINTRA ROAD, TARANG, BANGHEN, BANGKOK, THAILAND
Goods
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
1380, 9th F Cross, Sarakki Gate Main Road, JP Nagar 1st Phase, Bangalore-560 078
Used Since : 18/12/2009
CHENNAI
Jeweler of all kinds made of gold, platinum and silver, pearls, ruby, gems, diamonds, jewellery studded with diamond and precious stones, artificial jewellery and stones, enamel products, watches included in Class 14
2205517  14/09/2011
ROSE JEWELRY CO LTD
trading as :Rose
11/3, MOO9, RAMINTRA ROAD, TARANG, BANGHEN, BANGKOK, THAILAND
Goods
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
1380, 9th F Cross, Sarakki Gate Main Road, JP Nagar 1st Phase, Bangalore-560 078
Used Since :18/12/2009
CHENNAI
Jeweler of all kinds made of gold, platinum and silver, pearls, ruby, gems, diamonds, jewellery studded with diamond and precious stones, artificial jewellery and stones, enamel products, watches included in Class 14
TRENDSUTRA

2227122    01/11/2011
TRENDSUTRA CLIENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
101, 1ST FLOOR, ACKRUTI CORPORATE PARK, L.B.S. MARG, KANJURMARG (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/08/2011
MUMBAI
manufacturing and trading of all kinds of precious metals; jewellery and imitation jewellery; diamonds; pearls; emeralds; sapphires; rubies and all kinds of precious and semi-precious stones; horological watches and clocks; wristwatches parts and fittings thereof being included in Class 14";
2337041  22/05/2012
KISHORE JAIN
trading as ;M/s. KISHORE JEWELLERS
SHIV MARKET, DMC ROAD, AMBERNATH (W)-421 501
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND STONES
2435826  03/12/2012
AREF ABDUL SATTAR TEXTILES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AREF ABDUL SATTAR TEXTILES PRIVATE LIMITED
# 5-4-790/E, 1ST AND 2ND FLOOR, GOVERDHAN CHAMBERS, BEHIND METRO FOOTWEAR, ABIDS CIRCLE, NAMPALLY STATION ROAD, HYDERABAD-500001, A.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
409, PRAJAY CORPORATE HOUSE, 1-10-63 & 64, CHIKOTI GARDENS, BEGUMPET, HYDERABAD - 500 016. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING WATCHES.
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

JEWELLERY, Imitation Jewellery, Precious Stones, Articles Coated with Precious Metals and Artistic Sculptures, Statues of Bronze or Precious Metals or Other Materials, Ashtrays of Precious Metals, Vessels, Utensils and Containers of Precious Metals, Antiques, Objects of Art and Craft Made of Precious Metals, Golden Wares, Silverwares, Bronze Wares, Copperwares, Watches, Clocks, Timepieces, Horological and Chronometric Instruments, Men's Accessories.
2543134  04/06/2013
HMA AGRO INDUSTRIES LTD
2/220, 2nd FLOOR, GLORY PLAZA, OPP. SURSADAN, M.G.ROAD, AGRA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
ochirly

2611227  11/10/2013
TRENDY INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LIMITED
Unit C 17/F, Silvercorp Intl Tower, 713 Nathan Road, KL, Hong Kong,
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF HONG KONG
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS, UNWROUGHT OR SEMI-WROUGHT; BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL; BROOCHES I JEWELLERY,,
JEWELRY (AM.); PASTE JEWELLERY; ORNAMENTS [JEWELLERY, JEWELRY (AM.)]; PINS FJEWELLERY, JEWELRY (AM.)
L; WORKS OF ART OF PRECIOUS METAL; KEY RINGS [TRINKETS OR FOBS]; EARRINGS; WRISTWATCHES
2611390  11/10/2013
CHHABRA SONS JEWELLERS PVT. LTD.
trading as : CHHABRA SONS JEWELLERS PVT. LTD.
118, WHOLESALE TEXTILE MARKET, NEAR AGGARSAIN CHOWK, AMBALA CITY-134003, HARYANA
MERCHANT
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since : 01/03/2012
DELHI
DIAMOND, GOLD & SILVER JEWELLERY; PRECIOUS METALS AND STONES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2611774   14/10/2013
VIVEK HARISH ANAND
C-204, KANTI APARTMENTS, MOUNT MARY ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMU & ASSOCIATES,
253, SHANTIVAN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, NEW LINK ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400 053
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS AND WATCHES
2612026  14/10/2013
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT.LTD
A-85/86 SEC-2 NOIDA 201301 U.P
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 01/01/2003

DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES: LEWELLERY. PRECIOUS STONES INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
2613998  18/10/2013
JINU RAKHI BHANDAR
RZ-T, SHUKKAR BAZAR, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110 0059
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
GOLD, SILVER AND DIAMOND ORNAMENTS, BULLIAN, COINS OF SILVER & GOLD, UTENSILES, ALL TYPE OF
JEWELLERY, IMMITATION JEWELLERY, ELECTROFRAME JEWELLERY, GEMS AND JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS METALS
AND THEIR ALLOWYS, ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, RAKHI, FANCY RAKHI,
PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL & OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, BEING GOODS
NOOR SONS INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
NUSSER HOUSE, 20, MAMA PARMANAND MARG, OPERA HOUSE, CHANI ROAD (E), MUMBAI -400 004
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :25/01/2005

MUMBAI

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones
NOOR SONS INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
NUSSER HOUSE, 20, MAMA PARMANAND MARG, OPERA HOUSE, CHANI ROAD (E), MUMBAI -400 004
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :25/01/2005
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones
TWEYDLE WEBTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
MERCHANT, TRADING AND EXPORT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJESH RATILAL SONI, ADVOCATE.
A-2, CHANDRALAYA APPARTMENT, NARANPURA, CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABD 380 013.
Used Since :07/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
ALARM CLOCKS, JEWELLERY, BRACELATES (JEWELLERY), CHAINS (WATCH), RINGS (JEWELLERY), CHARMA
(JEWELLERY), CHRONOGRAPHS (WATCHES), CHAINS (JEWELLERY), CHRONOMETERS, CLOCK AND WATCHES, COINS,
CUFF LINKS, DIALS (CLOCK AND WATCHES), GOLD THREAD (JEWELLERY), JEWELLERY CASES (CASKETS),
MOVEMENT FOR CLOCK AND WATCHES, NECKLACES (JEWELLERY), OLIVINE (GEMS), ORNAMENTS OF JET, OSMIUM,
PALLADIUM, PASTE JEWELLERY, PEARLS (JEWELLERY), PEARLS MADE OF AMBROID, PINS (JEWELLERY), PLATINM
(METAL), PRECIOUS METALS, UNWROUGHT OR SEMI WROUGHT, PRECIOUS STONES, RHODIUM, SILVER UNWROUGHT
OR BEATEN, STATUES OF PRECIOUS METAL, STOPWATCHES, SHARPS FOR WRISTWATCHES, SUNDIALS, TRINKETS
(JEWELLERY), WATCHES CRYSTALS, WATCHES GLASS, WATCHES SPRINGS, WATCHES, WRISTWATCHES GOODS
INCLUDING IN THE CLASS 14
2617428   24/10/2013
MOHAN CLOTHING COMPANY PVT. LTD
2E/22 JHANDEWALAN EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110055
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008
Used Since :21/04/2009
DELI
CUFFLINK, TIE PINS, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
H.C.JEWELS

2617919   24/10/2013
SURAJ VERMA
trading as ;H.C.JEWELS
SHOP NO-19, EDWARD LINES, KINGSWAY CAMP, DELHI- 110009
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR
A/15, SHASTRI MARG, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL SANT NAGAR BURARI DELHI-84
Used Since :21/10/2013
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS, AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
PORTER INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.
1F, NO.278, SEC 4, CHUNG CHING ROAD, TA-YA HSIANG, TAICHUNG, HSIEN TAIWAN, R.O.C.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.

A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF TAIWAN, REPUBLIC OF CHINA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Precious stones, jewellery; necklaces (jewellery), bracelets, rings (jewellery), earrings, pendants (jewellery), brooches (jewellery), badges of precious metal, cuff-links, medallions (jewellery), charms (jewellery), tie clips, tie pins, chains (jewellery), boxes of precious metal, jewellery boxes, watch cases, cases adapted to contain items of jewellery, watches and parts therefor, chronographs (watches), chronometers, wristwatches, clocks, straps for wristwatches, clasps of precious metal for watches, watch chains, cases for clock and watchmaking, key rings (trinkets or fobs)
2617941  24/10/2013
PORTER INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.
1F, NO.278, SEC 4, CHUNG CHING ROAD, TA-YA HSIANG, TAICHUNG, HSIEN TAIWAN, R.O.C.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF TAIWAN, REPUBLIC OF CHINA.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2617939
KOLKATA
Precious stones, jewellery; necklaces (jewellery), bracelets, rings (jewellery), earrings, pendants (jewellery), brooches (jewellery), badges of precious metal, cuff-links, medallions (jewellery), charms (jewellery), tie clips, tie pins, chains (jewellery), boxes of precious metal, jewellery boxes, watch cases, cases adapted to contain items of jewellery, watches and parts therefor, chronographs (watches), chronometers, wristwatches, clocks, straps for wristwatches, clasps of precious metal for watches, watch chains, cases for clock and watchmaking, key rings (trinkets or fobs)
2617966  24/10/2013
MAHUVA CREATIONS
17/62 Muni Darshan, Jagdusha Nagar, Ghatkopar (West), Mumbai - 400086, Maharashtra
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
Flat No 408, Runwal Seagull Housing Society, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune-28
Used Since: 23/10/2013

MUMBAI
Ornamental lapel pins, Diamonds, Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes, jewellery, precious stones, horological and jewellery of all kinds including studded, jewellery, intimation jewellery fashion jewellery made from gold and silver. Platinum, steel, titanium or from any other alloys, metals of semimetal studded with or without diamonds, precious or semiprecious stones, pearls and other accessories included in class 14
2618610  25/10/2013
C.P.MOOSA HALI
SADARUDDIN.R
C.P.MOHAMMED
C.P.ABDUL BASHEER
trading as ;APOLLO GOLD
5/3403-B6, B7, B8, B9, SECOND FLOOR, MARKAZ COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, IG ROAD, CALICUT-673004, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPREX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2007
CHENNAI
GOLD AND SILVER JEWELLERY, BULLIONS, DIAMONDS, PLATINUM, OTHER PRECIOUS METALS, PRECIOUS STONES, PEARLS AND WATCHES.
2619015  28/10/2013
SUGUNA HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as SUGUNA HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, JAYA ENCLAVE, 1057, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE- 641018, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. RAMACHANDRAN
17/18, S.K.C.BLDGS, III FLOOR, MILL ROAD, COIMBATORE 641 001
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
GOLD, UNWROUGHT OR BEATEN, PLATINUM, PRECIOUS METALS, UNWROUGHT OF SEMIWROUGHT, PRECIOUS STONES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 14

2619334  28/10/2013
CHIRAG SATISH HARIA
9, LAXMI NIWAS, KASURBA MARG, MULUND WEST, MUMBAI 400 080
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIVIDUAL - AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since: 01/08/2012
MUMBAI
CLOCKS AND WATCHES IN CLASS 14
hx

2619737    28/10/2013
SURENDRA GUPTA
No.18/B, 3rd Floor, Kaikondrahalli, Sarjapur Outer Ring Road, Bangalore-560103
MANUFACTURING AND SALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVEL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WATCHES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 14

2620990  30/10/2013
JMD BRANDS PVT. LTD
KHASRA 83-85 VILLAGE BAMNOLI SEC-28 DWARKA NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Used Since : 10/10/2013

DELHI
WATCHES, WRIST WATCHES, CLOCKS, SMALL CLOCKS, WATCH BANDS, CLOCK DIALS, WATCH CASES, WATCH CHAINS, MOVEMENTS FOR CLOCKS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS AMERICAN RELIGION EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2624211  07/11/2013  
GUNJAN SONI  
C-2, Greater Kailash I, New Delhi 110 048  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES  
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301  
Used Since : 05/10/2013  
DELHI  
JEWELLERY, IMITATION JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, ARTICLES COATED WITH PRECIOUS METALS AND ARTISTIC SCULPTURES, STATUES OF BRONZE OR PRECIOUS METALS OR OTHER MATERIALS, ASHTRAYS OF PRECIOUS METALS, VESSELS, UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS OF PRECIOUS METALS, ANTIQUES, OBJECTS OF ART AND CRAFT MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS, GOLDEN WARES, SILVERWARES, BRONZE WARES, COPPERWARES, WATCHES, CLOCKS, TIMEPIECES, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, MEN"S ACCESSORIES:
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 14

Freestival

2624213 07/11/2013
GUNJAN SONI
C &nbsp;2, Greater Kailash I, New Delhi &nbsp;110 048
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Used Since: 05/10/2013

DELHI
JEWELLERY, IMITATION JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, ARTICLES COATED WITH PRECIOUS METALS AND ARTISTIC SCULPTURES, STATUES OF BRONZE OR PRECIOUS METALS OR OTHER MATERIALS, ASHTRAYS OF PRECIOUS METALS, VESSELS, UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS OF PRECIOUS METALS, ANTIQUES, OBJECTS OF ART AND CRAFT MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS, GOLDEN WARES, SILVERWARES, BRONZE WARES, COPPERWARES, WATCHES, CLOCKS, TIMEPIECES, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, MEN’S ACCESSORIES;
JAS ARORA

2624682  08/11/2013
JASPAL SINGH ARORA
5 FRIENDS COLONY WST NEW DELHI 110065
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATENTWIRE CONSULTANTS PVT.LTD.
B-10 GROUND FLOOR VISHWAKARMA COLONY, M.B.ROAD NEW DELHI-110044
Used Since :21/05/1988

DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THERewith, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES: DESIGNER JEWELLERY, ORNAMENTS, JEWELLERY, NOMELY, BRACELETS, CHAINS, CHARMS, JEWEL LOCKS, NECKLACES, AMULETS, RINGS, EARRINGS, BROOCHES, ORNAMENTAL PINS, TIE CLIPS, CUFF LINKS, KEY RINGS, PEARLS, PRECIOUS STONES, PASTE JEWELLERY (COSTUME JEWELLERY); HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
2625414   11/11/2013
AVR SWARNA MAHAL JEWELRY PRIVATE LIMITED,
trading as ;AVR SWARNA MAHAL JEWELRY PRIVATE LIMITED,
NO. 251-A, OMAJUR MAIN ROAD, SWARNAPURI, SALEM - 636 004, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.SHANMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL IIIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since :20/09/2004
To be associated with:
2362565
CHENNAI
JEWELLERY & ORNAMENTS MADE FROM GOLD DIAMOND, PLATINUM, BRASS OR COATED THEREWITH AND STUDDED
WITH PRECIOUS STONES , GEMS AND JEWELLERY
2626173    12/11/2013
ANIL KUMAR RUNGTA
trading as ;S.B. INTERNATIONAL
E-156, NEAR INDRA PARK, SHAHSTRI NAGAR, DELHI 110052
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :17/04/2013
DELHI
WATCHES, CLOCKS AND THEIR PARTS & ACCESSORIES AS PER CLASS-14.
NSURE GROUP

2626197   12/11/2013
MS. SHEFALI MUNJAL
1-A, Friends Colony (West), New Delhi-110065
Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Statues, vessels, utensils, ashtrays and containers of bronze or precious metals, antiques, and artistic sculptures, objects of art and craft made of precious metals, golden-wares, silverwares, bronze-wares, copperwares, jewellery, imitation jewellery, precious stones, diamonds, articles coated with precious metals, watches, clocks & parts thereof, quartz movements, cases & straps for watches & clocks, cufflinks of precious metals, tie pins.
TUSHTEE

2627939  15/11/2013

SHRI GHANSHYAM TOYS PRIVATE LIMITED
203, Kailash Plaza, Vallabh Baug Lane, Near Odeon Cinema, Ghatkopar (East), Mumbai 400 077
Manufacturers and Merchants
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
imitation jewellery
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 14

2820597 01/10/2014
ANIL KUMAR GAUR
PRIYANKA JAIN
trading as ;SIA FASHION
RZ-1A, VIJAY ENCLAVE, MAIN SHIV MARKET, DABRI PALAM ROAD, NEW DELHI 110045
MARKETING, MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF JEWELRY OF PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH AND OR ARTIFICIAL AND OTHER JEWELRY ACCESSORY
BELLEZZA RETAIL PVT.LTD.
120/155, SILVER OAKS, DLF PHASE-I GURGAON HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P2 LEX PERITUS
E-48, 3RD FLOOR, JHILMIL COLONY, DELHI-110095

Used Since : 10/03/2015

DELHI
Artificial Jewellery
HOUSE OF ANITA DONGRE LIMITED
R 847/1/1, TTC Industrial Area, MIDC, Rabale, Navi Mumbai - 400 701, State of Maharashtra, India.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.
Used Since :01/04/2015
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; WRIST WATCHES, IMITATION JEWELLERY, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
2966579  19/05/2015
CONSTANCE RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
A-1, GROUND FLOOR, B N KAPOI NIWAS BUILDING, PLOT 590, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, MUMBAI-400019
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
57-58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S. B. S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
WATCHES, CLOCKS, WATCHES MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
2976176  29/05/2015
SUMERU SALES PVT LTD
trading as ;SUMERU SALES PVT LTD
G11, Ground Floor, Block-2, White House,Kundanbagh, Begumpet, Hyderabad-500033,Telangana,India.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt. Ltd, #6-3-200/A, Moparthy Towers, 1st Floor, Prem Nagar, Khairatabad, Hyderabad-04, Telangana, India.
Used Since :01/08/2001
CHENNAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.
2996145  29/06/2015
ADITYA BIRLA FASHION AND RETAIL LIMITED
trading as ; ADITYA BIRLA NUVO LIMITED
MADURA FASHION AND LIFESTYLE, REGENT GATEWAY, PLOT NO.5B, DODDANEKKUNDI VILLAGE, KIADB
INDUSTRIAL AREA, ITPL ROAD, BANGALORE 560 048, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CUFF-LINKS; TIEPINS; WATCHES; WRIST WATCHES; WATCH BRACELETS; JEWELRY WATCHES, WATCH CHAINS,
CLASPS AND CROWNS, JEWELRY
3064240 28/09/2015

DABANG DUNIA PUBLICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED.
307, SHALIMAR CORPORATE CENTER, 8, SOUTH TUKOGANJ, INDORE-(M.P.).
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
3197408  27/02/2016
M/S. RAMESH ENTERPRISES
trading as ;M/S. RAMESH ENTERPRISES
H.No.28, MIG I, 9th Phase, KPHB Colony, Hyderabad-500072, Telanganad, India.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, Flat 201, Sairam Residency, Plot No. 116, 117 & 118, Alkapoor Township, Puppalaguda, Rajendra Nagar, Hyderabad-89.
Used Since :22/01/2016
CHENNAI
Watches, wristwatches, watch bands, watch straps, rings, ornaments, necklaces, medals, lockets, key rings, earrings, clocks, clock cases, chains, cases for watches and clocks, bracelets, boxes of precious metal, Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.
3230423    06/04/2016
M/S.THE NOBLE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
RAJENDRA PRASAD S/o.LATE RAGHUBIR SINGH
SANJAY KUMAR MISHRA S/o.LATE BHOGENDER MISHRA
trading as ;M/s.THE NOBLE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
H.No:18-10-31, First Floor, Chandrayangutta, Barkas, Hyderabad-500 005, Telangana State, India
SERVICE PROVIDERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :24/11/2015

CHENNAI
MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC WATCHES, CLOCKS AND TIME-PIECES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER
CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS AND PARTS THEREOF; BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
Series trade mark u/s 15 of Trade Marks Act, 1999

3238586  19/04/2016
VIVO MOBILE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, DELTA TOWERS, PLOT NO. 54, SECTOR- 44, GURGAON, HARYANA-122003
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Key chains.
ROSEKEY
3239706  20/04/2016
TEJMEET SINGH SETHI
13/78, WEST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI – 110026 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, DESIGNER, DEVELOPER, DEALER
An Individual person

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 HIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :18/04/2016

DELHI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments; Watches, clocks, time pieces, components and parts thereof; cuff links being included in class 14.
3283620  13/06/2016
DEVRAJ SETYA AND ZARA SETYA
6/2/A, LLOYDS GARDEN, APPA SAHEB MARATHE MARG, PRABHADEVI, MUMBAI 400025. MAHARASHTRA
Manufacturers & Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Used Since :01/06/2016
To be associated with:
3083113
MUMBAI
JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY MADE FROM SILVER, IMITATION JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ORNAMENTS, BADGES OF PRECIOUS METALS, GEMS, PEARLS AND DIAMOND; ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
3306673  11/07/2016
SHAILESH R. GAJARA
trading as : FUTURE INFOTECH
17/4, Shanti Nagar, Sane Guruji Road, Saat Rasta, Mahalaxmi (E), Mumbai - 400011
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since : 20/06/2014
MUMBAI
WATCH, WRIST WATCHES, CLOCKS AND WATCHES, CLOCKWORKS, ALARM CLOCKS, MOVEMENTS FOR CLOCKS AND WATCHES, WATCH CASES [PARTS OF WATCHES], STOPWATCHES, WATCH BANDS, CHRONOGRAPHS [WATCHES], JEWELLERY, IMITATION JEWELLERY, BRACELETS, ORNAMENTS, EARRINGS, CHAINS, CHARMS
3311767   16/07/2016
MR. ALOK SHARMA
trading as ;M/S. INDUS BUSINESS CORPORATION
10/123-124, ABADI OF VISHNU GALI, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDHARA, DELHI-110032
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
WRIST WATCHES, TIME PIECES, WALL CLOCKS, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS
METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES;
HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
VERDURA

3311768  16/07/2016
MR. ALOK SHARMA  
trading as ;M/S. INDUS BUSINESS CORPORATION  
10/123-124, ABADI OF VISHNU GALI, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDHARA, DELHI-110032  
MANUFACTURING & TRADING  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
GIRI & COMPANY  
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92  
Used Since :01/04/2016  
DELHI  
WRIST WATCHES, ALL KIND OF WATCHES, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
SHOBHANITA
3338085  16/08/2016
M/S. SHOBHANITA
Megha Agarwal
Ankur Gupta
trading as; M/S. Shobhanita
2007, Lantana, Nahar Amrit Shakti, Chandivali, Mumbai 400072
Manufacturer and Trader
Registered Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHANANJAY MODGALYA, ADVOCATE
2007, Lantana, Nahar Amrit Shakti, Chandivali, Mumbai 400072
Used Since: 16/06/2015
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, jewellery, precious stones; horological
and other chronometric instruments
3338799   16/08/2016
MUMBAIKAR FESTIVAL CONVENERS LLP
Unit 3-5 Neeru Silk Mills, 126 N M Joshi Marg, Mathuradas Mill Compound, Lower Parel west, Mumbai - 400013
Manufacturer, Merchant and Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DIPAK G PARMAR
Dipak Girdharlal Parmar Cyber-IPR 13/A, Bhaijivanji Lane, Thakurdwar Road, Mumbai 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3338784
MUMBAI
Clocks; key chains; digital clocks; watches.
MANSIYAORANGE

3361137  13/09/2016

PAWAN KHURANA
A-76, A-BLOCK, POCKET 00, 60 METER PLOT, SECTOR-2, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.
TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO.460, KOHAT ENCLAVE PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034

Used Since :07/09/2016

DELHI

JEWELLERY, BACK JEWELLERY CLIPS, BROOCHES, BANGLES AND BRACELETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
SARVSUDHA
3370140  22/09/2016
VISHNU GAUR
trading as ;VISHNU GAUR
" Ratandeep ", Panchratan Complex , Rana Rajsingh Colony , Bhilwara Road , Kankroli , Rajsamand ( Rajsthan ) Pin - 313324 , India
Manufacturer and Merchants
Indian Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.),Pin-452001
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Jewelries of Precious metals like Gold , Silver , platinum and Precious Stones , diamonds , pearls , Products made by the same , imitation jewelries , cutlery made from precious metal and all kind of watches .
3374215  28/09/2016
HITESH DAWAR
trading as ;YASHMIT ENTERPRISES
70 OLD ANARKALI, KRISHNA NAGAR, DELHI-110051
TRADER
Used Since :26/09/2016
DELHI
OF WATCHES, CLOCKS, STRAPS FOR WATCHES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH. NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
SRIMANTA BERA C/O SRIMANTA BERA, 173, 2ND FLOOR, KATRA MASHROO DARIBA KALAN, DELHI-110006
TRADING
Used Since : 29/02/2016
DELHI
JEWELLERY
RIVOTTA PVT. LTD.
A-2, C BLOCK, COMMUNITY CENTRE, NARAINA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHU GUPTA.
204A S.B.I. BUILDING 23 NAJAFGARH ROAD INDL AREA SHIVAJI MARG NEW DELHI 10015
Used Since : 01/09/2016

DELHI
MICRO GOLD PLATED ORNAMENTS, R,OLD JEWELLERY, ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, DIAMONDS, ARTIFICIAL DIAMONDS, AMERICAN DIAMONDS, DIAMOND JEWELLERY, SWAROVSKI AND JEWELLERY MADE OF SWAROVSKI, PRECIOUS STONES, GEMS, PEARL AND JEWELLERY MADE OF STONES, PEARL OR PRECIOUS STONES, SILVER PRODUCTS AND SILVER JEWELLERY, FASHION JEWELLERY, ETHNIC JEWELLERY, ANTIQUE JEWELLERY, JUMKA, BRACELETS, CHAINS, EAR TOPS, EAR RINGS, BANGLES, PENDANTS, WATCHES, CLOCKS, TIE CLIPS, TIE PINS, JEWEL MAKING MATERIALS, PEARLS, KORAL, SAND STONE, CRISTAL, ETC, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3415767  22/11/2016

PRATEEK JAIN
B-75, SECTOR -65, NOIDA (U.P).
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since :05/11/2016

DELHI
"SILVER, GOLD AND DIAMOND JEWELLERY, IMITATION JEWELLERY & PRECIOUS STONES".

1.REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS JEWELLERS EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION. 2.THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017  Class 14

3419185  24/11/2016
ABHISHEK GOLECHA
trading as ;Abhishek Golecha
110, Navyug Nagar, Forjett Hill, Tardeo, Opp. Bhatia Hospital, Mumbai-400 036
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :01/10/2016

MUMBAI
Diamonds, olivine, other precious stones, semi precious stones & jewelry, included in Class-14.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784 ,  13/02/2017           Class 14

3419187    24/11/2016
ABHISHEK GOLECHA
trading as ;Abhishek Golecha
110, Navyug Nagar, Forjett Hill, Tardeo, Opp. Bhatia Hospital, Mumbai-400 036
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :01/10/2016

MUMBAI
Diamonds, olivine, other precious stones, semi precious stones & jewelry, included in Class-14.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
MILLIE’S FASHION HOUSE PVT. LTD.
ROHIT VISHNOI S/O JAI OM VISHNOI CIVIL LINE, 1ST NUMAISH GROUND BIJNOR-246701 UP.
TRADING & MANUFACTURING
Used Since :16/03/2016
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HORLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3422513  30/11/2016
DEEPTI KUMAR VARANDANI
D-3, PLOT NO.BD-21, DATTAKRUPA CHS, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI- 400101
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :16/09/2016

MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THERE WITH (EXCEPT
CUTLERY, FORKS AND SPOONS), JEWELLERY PRECIOUS STONES, HOMOLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC,
INSTRUMENTS AND IMITATION JEWELLERY BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-14
3425701   05/12/2016
ATUL DHIRUBHAI KALATHIYA trading as ;DIAMTRENDZ JEWELS
FLAT NO.606, MUKTANGAN BUILDING, C WING, KAILASPURI ROAD, NEAR HANUMAN TEMPLE, MALAD EAST, MUMBAI, 400097, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since :01/04/2016
MUMBAI
ALL TYPE OF JEWELLERY MADE WITH GOLD, SILVER, DIAMONDS, PEARLS AND PRECIOUS STONES INCLUDED IN CLASS-14
3432901    14/12/2016
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006
To be associated with:
3432044
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments
ABHISHEK NAVIN SHAH
trading as; ABHI GLOBAL IMPEX
B-303, NIRANJAN CHS LTD, OFF LINK ROAD CHIKOOWADI, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI 400092, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 01/11/2016

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS OF PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS GOODS IN PRECIOUS STONE OR SEMI PRECIOUS STONE CHATONE, BEADS, CRYSTAL PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENT INCLUDING GOLD SETS, SILVER, ARTIFICIAL IMITATION, JEWELLERY COSTUME, JEWELLERY JEWELLERY STUDED WITH DIAMOND OR QUBIC-ZERCON, COLOUR GEM STONE REAL OR TURED PEARLS OR SYNTHETIC IMITATION STONE, PEARLS, BEADS AND THEIR ACCESSORIES
DYCINE
3435015  19/12/2016
DYCINE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
SHOP NO-381 BLOCK-III GANGLA SHOPPING COMPLEX SECTOR-29 NOIDA 201302
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
3436868   20/12/2016  
MOHD SARFARAJ ANSARI  
trading as ;RONEX LEGEND  
E-2/6, GARI NO.1, PRASHADI MOHALLA, VILLAGE USMANPUR, GARHI MENDU, NORTH DELHI, DELHI, INDIA, 110053  
(INDIA)  
TRADER  
Used Since : 29/07/2016  
DELHI  
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELRY, PRECIOUS STONES; HIEROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS. INCLUDED IN CLASS-14.
3437260    20/12/2016
YOGESH TILOTTAM TEMBULKAR
House No. 409, Wairy Bhutnath, Taluka - Malvan, Dist - Sindhudurg - 416606
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :29/10/2012

MUMBAI
Watches and clocks, Wrist watches, Gems, Precious and semi-precious gems, Jewelry made in whole or significant part of gold, silver, platinum, diamonds, gems, imitation jewellery.
DELTA PRODUCTS
P. Ravi Kumar
A. N. Nalina
trading as :Delta Products
2nd Cross, Gokula Extension, Kyathasandra (Post), Tumkur - 275104, Karnataka.
Manufacturers and Distributors
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR N
# 26, Rajamma Garden, Rajeev Gandhi Road, Jaraganahalli, JP Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560078.
Used Since : 10/05/2015
CHENNAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, Jewelry boxes not included in other classes.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3438464   22/12/2016
MS.NIDHI KUMARI
FLAT-201, B-WING, RAMASMURTI APARTMENT, PLOT-H 11, NEAR KINARA HOTEL, SECTOR-14, CBD BELAPUR, NAVI
MUMBAI-400614.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIVIDUAL-AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :16/12/2016
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS STONES, PEARLS, JEWELLERY MADE UP OF GOLD, DIAMOND, SILVER AND GEMS, ARTICLES OF PRECIOUS
METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, WATCHES, TIME PIECES INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
3440805  26/12/2016
MR. BHARAT BHUSHAN
trading as ;OMDEV BHARAT BHUSHAN JEWELLERS
264, MAIN BAZAR, NARELA, DELHI-110040.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHU GUPTA.
204A S.B.I. BUILDING 23 NAJAFGARH ROAD INDL AREA SHIVAJI MARG NEW DELHI 10015
Used Since :14/06/2011
DELHI
MICRO GOLD PLATED ORNAMENTS, GOLD JEWELLERY, ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, DIAMONDS, ARTIFICIAL DIAMONDS,
AMERICAN DIAMONDS, DIAMOND JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, GEMS, PEARL AND JEWELLERY MADE OF
STONES, SILVER PRODUCTS AND SILVER JEWELLERY, JEWEL MAKING MATERIALS, PEARLS, PRECIOUS METALS AND
THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
3441221 26/12/2016
AYESHA FASHION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : AYESHA FASHION PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 121, SAVARIRAYALU STREET, PONDICHERRY - 605 001.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTELECTIA
35/6, II FLOOR, KRISHNA RESIDENCY, LANGFORD ROAD CROSS, BANGALORE 25,
Used Since: 04/07/2012
CHENNAI
NECKLACES, EARRINGS, BRACELETS, NON METALLIC KEYCHAINS, TIARAS, BANGLES, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
3442717  27/12/2016

SHRI YASH AGRAWAL
SHRI NAWAL KISHORE AGARWAL
SHRI RAMANUJ AGRAWAL
SHRI LALIT KUMAR AGRAWAL
SHRI VAIBHAV AGRAWAL

trading as: BIRDHICHAND GHANSHYAMDAS (INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM)

9, LAKSHMI COMPLEX, M. I. ROAD, JAIPUR-302001 RAJASTHAN

Manufacture and merchants trading as

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since: 01/04/1992

AHMEDABAD

PRECIOUS, SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMONDS AND JEWELLERY MADE OF GOLD, SILVER AND STUDDED WITH PRECIOUS, SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMONDS & STONES IN CLASS 14.
3444644  28/12/2016
CHETAN JAGDISH MALI
trading as ;KIVAARA
R.S. No. 102-105, Shop No. G5, Indra Shanti Plaza, Mahadev Galli, C ward, Kolhapur -416012
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSTUBH NITIN KAMAT
1138, E WARD, BHAVANI PRASAD, SYKES EXTENSION, KOLHAPUR - 416001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Jewellery; Precious Stones; Gold And Silver Ware; Goods Made Of Precious Metals, included and coming under Class 14
3445570  30/12/2016

PEPSONS ELECTRONICS PRIVATE LIMITED
PEPSONS HOUSE, GURUDWARA ROAD, SONEPAT-HARYANA 131001
TRADERS, MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL PRUTHI
69-R, MODEL TOWN, SONEPAT, HARYANA-131001
Used Since: 01/04/1999

DELHI

ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, DIAMOND JEWELLERY, Jitmka, Bracelets, Chains, Ear Tops, Ear Rings, Bangles, Pendants as included en Class 14.
3447922   03/01/2017
DHIREN V. DEDHIA
trading as ;LATIKA
105, 1ST FLOOR, CENTER PLAZA CORNER OF DAFTARI ROAD AND SHIVAJI CHOWK, MALAD(EAST) MUMBAI-400065
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAYUR SHANTILAL GALA
LAW FUTUREX, 301, Rose Residency, Dixit Road Extn., Off. Shradhanand Road, Nr. Thakkar Hall, Vile Parle, Mumbai - 400 057.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRECIOUS STONES; WATCHES; JEWELLRY INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO NECKLACES, BRACELETS, EARRINGS, RINGS; ORNAMENTAL AND TIE PINS, CUFF LINKS, BROOCHES, TIE CLIPS
3447993  02/01/2017
MONTRES EDOX ET VISTA SA
La Sagne au Droz 123, 2714 Les Genevez JU, Switzerland
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Swiss company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India
Used Since :07/12/2001

KOLKATA
Horological instruments, namely watches, wristwatches, parts of clocks and watches and accessories for clocks and watches, other chronometric instruments, chronometers, chronographs (watches), apparatus for sports timekeeping, apparatus and instruments for measuring time and indicating time not included in other classes; dials (clock and watch-making), clock hands (clock and watch-making), watch cases, cases for watches (presentation).
3448997  04/01/2017
G.MEGANATHAN
trading as ;MEGHANZ
NO.04/101, THIRU.VIKA STREET, KIZH PADAPPAI, PADAPPAI -601301, KANCHIPURAM DST. TAMIL NADU,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROGETT CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
14/14,2ND FLOOR,NARASINGAPURAM,1ST STREET,MADUVANKARAI,GUIINDY,CHENNAI-600032
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS ; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER
CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
UrbanCraft
3450647   05/01/2017
DHEERENDRA SINGH
trading as ;Wonder Lifestyle Pvt Ltd.
Flat 11, building no 2, Plot No 14, Cliffend society, Bhawani Nagar, Marol Maroshi Road, Andheri East Mumbai
imitation jewellery sales
Company : Wonder Lifestyle Pvt Ltd.
Used Since :15/10/2016
MUMBAI
Jewellery, Fashion Jewellery, Imitation Jewellery, Precious metals and their alloys, precious stones
3452565 07/01/2017

MR. MITHUN. K
Mr. MITHUN. K, Kannamparambil (H), Cheruvadi Post, Mavoor Via, Pin 673661, Kozhikode Dt, Kerala, India
Merchant trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Gold ornaments, jewellery, precious metals and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, precious stones, works of art of precious metals
3452679  07/01/2017
ZUELIA FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Trading as ZUELIA FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED, a Manufacturer, seller and distributor
604, FF, C-1 Block, Palam Vihar, Gurgaon-122017, Haryana, India
Trading as Zuelia Fashions Private Limited, a body incorporate, a manufacturer, seller and distributor
Private Limited Company incorporated in India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMITA KAPOOR
Genuiin IP Solutions LLP, J-16, Ground Floor, Vishnu Garden, New Delhi- 110018
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3452678
DELHI
Fashion Jewelry, earrings, necklaces, rings, bracelets, nose pin, bangles
3453381   09/01/2017
SMT. LAXMI MITTAL
trading as ;M/S C.R. JEWELLERS
SHOP NO 12 & 13 SHRI GOPINATH JI KI DHARAMSHALA NAMAK KI MANDI AGRA
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH Bhai, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.
Used Since :01/12/2007
DELHI
PAYAL, CHAINS, BRACELET & SILVER ORNAMENTS
AAVKAR

3453681 09/01/2017
JAYDEEP RAMESHBHAI PIPROTAR trading as ;AAVKAR STATIONARY
AAVKAR STATIONARY, PLOT NO.61, SHOP NO.1-2, HIMMAT NAGAR SOCIETY, HIRABAUG, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT-395008, STATE: GUJARAT
TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAILESH I MEHTA
F.F.19-VIJAY COMPLEX,NEAR VASNA BUS STAND, VASNA, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT: 380007
Used Since :04/01/2017

AHMEDABAD
JEWELLERY,IMITATION JEWELLERY,WATCH INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
3453760    09/01/2017
HON HAI PRECISION INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
NO. 2 TZU YU STREET, TU-CHENG CITY, TAIPEI HSIEN, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
Manufacturers and traders
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.
3454404    10/01/2017

M/S. LA-DEMURE
RAVI CHANDNA
PRIYA CHANDNA

trading as : M/S. LA-DEMURE
F-10, Sector-3 Noida (U.P.)-201301 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :04/04/2010

DELHI
IMITATION JEWELLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL NO: 1784, 13/02/2017

SUSHIL AGARWAL
trading as: M/s CHETAN ARTS JEWELLERY
29/176, SHREE SAMARTH SOCIETY, DINDOSHI NAGAR, MHB COLONY, MALAD WEST, GREATER MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA- 400097.
TRADER & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
169, 3RD FLOOR, KAPIL VIHAR, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.
Used Since: 01/04/2015

MUMBAI

JEWELLERY, CUSTOM JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY DESIGN, PLATINUM JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
3454864    11/01/2017

ANJU ARYA
trading as ;ADITYA INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HIEROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
3454970    10/01/2017

PRADEEP KUMAR

trading as ;M/S PEENZONE CONSUMER PRODUCT

Plot no. 8 vikas nagar B, murli pura scheme, jaipur

Manufacturing and trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALL INDIA PROFICIENT CORPORATE SERVICES PVT. LTD.,
11, GURU GORAKH COLONY, NEAR NAGAR NIGAM STADIUM, SANGANER, JAIPUR - 302029 - RAJASTHAN

Used Since :01/08/2015

AHMEDABAD

All types of precious and semi precious jewellery, gold and silver jewellery, stones included in class 14.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 14

3455383 11/01/2017

MOHAMMAD SARIM trading as :GROW ENTERPRISES
X320 3rd FLOOR INDERJIT SINGH PALACE DELHI GATE DELHI DEALS IN MEN WATCHES WOMEN WATCHES KIDS WATCHES SPORT WATCHES AND CASUAL WATCHES.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT TANEJA, CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
L-11, Ground Floor, Malviya Nagar, New Delhi - 110017
Used Since :09/01/2017

DELHI
MEN WATCHES WOMEN WATCHES KIDS WATCHES SPORT WATCHES AND CASUAL WATCHES
3455632 11/01/2017
SANJAY NANJIBHAI CHIKHALIYA
02, SADGURU SOCIETY, B/H, SWAMINARAYAN NAGAR, NIKOL GAM ROAD, NIKOL, AHMEDABAD-382350. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WALL CLOCK AND HAND WATCH IN CLASS 14.
3456037   12/01/2017
PRAKASH DEEP VERMA
Artha Grihasta Villa 20, Sonnur, Near Christ College, Alambadi P.O., Malur Taluk, Kolar District, Karnataka - 563160
Manufacturer And Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :12/01/2017
CHENNAI
Gemstones,Jewellery.
URBAN TREE

3457122  12/01/2017

URBAN TREE INFRASTRUCTURES PRIVATE LIMITED.
NO. 86, 6TH FLOOR, GOOD SHEPHERD SQUARE, KODAMBKKAM HIGH ROAD, NUNGAMBKKAM, CHENNAI-600 034,
TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED
IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
BOYLLA
3457538  13/01/2017
M/S. BABLI JEWELLERS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S. BABLI JEWELLERS PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. C 3/2, SAI MARKET, KRISHNA NAGAR, DELHI-110051, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :11/05/2016

DELHI
JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, PRECIOUS STONE ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
3457916   14/01/2017
MS. GURDIT KAUR D/O RAVINDER SINGH MULLA
trading as ;- 
C/O PLOT NO. 221/1, ASHOK NAGAR, CHAR KHAMBA ROAD, DR. AMBEDKAR MARG, NAGPUR-440017. MAHARAASHTRA-
INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BABAN PANDE
PLOT NO. 79, MAHAKALI NAGAR, BADRINATH LAYOUT, MANEWADA RING ROAD, NAGPUR -440034
Used Since :12/01/2017
MUMBAI
JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER
CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN
OTHER CLASSES.
3458038  16/01/2017
ZOZAN INTERNATIONAL
E-110, SECOND FLOOR, PREET VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
VERKA

3458069  16/01/2017

THE PUNJAB STATE COOPERATIVE MILK PRODUCER'S FEDERATION LTD
S.C.O. NO.-153-54-55, SECTOR-34A, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A FEDERATION REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS/RULES OF THE PUNJAB COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT, 1961

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
3459339  16/01/2017
BLUESTAR CLOTHING
A. JOHN KENNADY SELVARAJ
V. CHRISTINA MARY
No: 1/919-1, Bharathi Nagar, East Street, Mangalam Road, Avinashi, Tiruppur - 641654, Tamil Nadu
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Horological and chronometric instruments, watches and clocks
PATANJALI GRAMODHYOG

2023516  15/09/2010
PATANJALI YOGPEETH (TRUST)
MAHARISHI DAYANAND GRAM, DELHI - HARIDWAR NATIONAL HIGHWAY, NEAR BAHADRBAD, HARIDWAR - 249402, UTTARAKHAND
MANUFACTURER & NTRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
TRIBAL COOPERATIVE MARKETING DEVELOPMENT FEDERATION OF INDIA LIMITED (TRIFED)
NCUI Building, 2nd Floor, 3, Siri Institutional Area, A sust Kranti Marg, New Delhi-110016
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B.P. AGGARWAL ADV.
371, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, DELHI HIGH COURT NEW DELHI-3
Used Since: 01/01/2011

DELHI
Musical instruments
2543135  04/06/2013
HMA AGRO INDUSTRIES LTD
2/220, 2nd FLOOR, GLORY PLAZA, OPP. SARSADAN, M.G.ROAD, AGRA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784 ,  13/02/2017           Class 15

DS
2611949   14/10/2013
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT.LTD
A-85/86 SEC-2 NOIDA 201301 U.P
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/1997
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 15.
2612027  14/10/2013
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT.LTD
A-85/86 SEC-2 NOIDA 201301 U.P
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/2003

To be associated with:
2611949, 2611991

DELI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 15
3049540 08/09/2015
MR. HARVINDER SINGH
trading as: BRAR RECORDS
3207, E MAHINDRA PARK, RANI BAGH, NEW DELHI-110034.
SERVICE AND TRADING
Used Since: 02/04/2015
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES.
SARVSUDHA

3370141  22/09/2016

VISHNU GAUR trading as VISHNU GAUR

"Ratandeep", Panchratan Complex, Rana Rajsingh Colony, Bhilwara Road, Kankroli, Rajsamand (Rajasthan) Pin - 313324, India

Manufacturer and Merchants

Indian Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Musical instruments & Apparatus for Music.
3432045  13/12/2016
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006
To be associated with:
3292854
MUMBAI
Musical instruments
3432902    14/12/2016
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006
To be associated with:
3432045
MUMBAI
Musical instruments
DYCINE

3435016 19/12/2016
DYCINE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
SHOP NO-381 BLOCK-III GANGA SHOPPING COMPLEX SECTOR-29 NOIDA 201302
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1784, 13/02/2017 Class 15

3437679  21/12/2016
ZEIT IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; ZEIT IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
G 4, AL AMANA TOWER, OLAVANNA, CALICUT, CALICUT DISTRICT, 673 019 PIN, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since: 29/04/2010

CHENNAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, SYNTHESIZERS BEING ELECTRONIC MUSICAL APPARATUS OR INSTRUMENTS,
AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED RHYTHM BOXES FOR USE WITH OR INCORPORATION INTO ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS FOR PROVIDING RHYTHMIC ACCOMPANIMENT, AND PARTS AND FITTINGS, MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
AUXILIARIES TUNING FORKS TUNING APPARATUS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS CASES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
CASES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS DRUMS (MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS) EFFECTORS FOR ELECTRIC OR ELECTRONIC
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS GUITARS KEYBOARDS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS ORGANS PIANOS; RHYTHM MACHINES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
M.V. NIKESH KUMAR  
203, Tower No.11, Supreme Towers, Sector -99, NOIDA, Uttar Pradesh -201303  
Manufacturer and Service Provider  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
VINOD P V  
INDIALAW, 14, Todarmal Road, Bengali Market, New Delhi -110001, Phone 011-2332 3714, 3715  

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Musical instruments; electrical and electronic musical instruments; keyboards for musical instruments; musical boxes; mechanical pianos and their accessories; bows and bridges for musical instruments; accessories related to musical instruments.  

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION  
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3452149  06/01/2017
ELDHO ROY
trading as ;VARKEYS DIGITAL & COLLECTIONS
Varkeys Digital & Collections, Trinity Arcade, Nadappuram Road, Opp: Indian Oil Pump, Koothattukulam, Ernakulam - 686662, Kerala.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/01/2015
CHENNAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
3453761  09/01/2017
HON HAI PRECISION INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
NO. 2 TZU YU STREET, TU-CHENG CITY, TAIPEI HSIENT, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
Manufacturers and traders
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Musical instruments.
URBAN TREE

3457123  12/01/2017
URBAN TREE INFRASTRUCTURES PRIVATE LIMITED.
NO. 86, 6TH FLOOR, GOOD SHEPHERD SQUARE, KODAMBakkAM HIGH ROAD, NUNGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI-600 034,
TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
VERKA
3458070    16/01/2017
THE PUNJAB STATE COOPERATIVE MILK PRODUCER'S FEDERATION LTD
S.C.O. NO.-153-54-55, SECTOR-34A, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A FEDERATION REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS/RULES OF THE PUNJAB COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT, 1961

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 15.